It was Harry Davis, above, who drove home the winning run yesterday.

—And Cardin Gillenwater who scored it. Gillis, in a sliding trip, third on Lyons' infield out, from where he scored on Davis' single. Gillis opened the winning rally with a hit to third.
Gillenwater scores with the "money run." It means close to $1,000 for every player.

Salient Facts
On Junior World Series

CONTENDING TEAMS

Rochester (International League) vs. Louisville (American Association).

SERIES—Four out of seven games. Rochester: Finished second in International League; defeated St. Louis and Newark in playoffs. Louisville: Finished fourth in association; defeated Minneapolis and Indianapolis in playoffs.

SCHEDULE

First three games in Rochester, beginning at 1:30 o'clock (EST). Fourth game and fifth, sixth and seventh games if necessary in Louisville beginning at 1:30 o'clock (EST).

PLAYERS' SHARE

Players on both teams receive 6% per cent of gate receipts of first four games. Winning team receives 60 per cent of this pool, losing team 40 per cent.

EMUPTES

Jorda and Kelly (International League); Cudlon and Gemsby (American Association).

Young, Hustling Ball Team Promised
For Rochester's Fans by Southworth

Davis, Crabtree Only
Players Certain
To Return

We'll give the fans a great, young hustling ball club next season," Billy Southworth said. The Democrat and Chronicle over the long distance telephone from Columbus, Ohio, last night.

It's sure swell to face Old Man Winter knowing you are all set for next season," Billy added. "I didn't waste any time signing the contract. Mr. French was mighty generous with me and I've already started to work on next year's club.

"You won't recognize the old team when we get through shaking it up," Southworth continued. "Right now I can only name two ball players certain to be back. They are Davis and Crabtree. We'll have a new second base combination. Crespi is going to make us a hustling shortstop. Sturdy will probably move elsewhere.

We have our eye on a crack second sacker and if we land him we will show the fans one of the best double play combinations in the league."

Southworth indicated that the team which tours out on Red Wing Stadium next May for the opening home game would be studded with new faces.

"There are a number of men that must go from the present line-up seen studded with new faces—

HARRY DAVIS

Lineup Seen Studded
With New Faces—

Crespi Lauled club," Billy continued. "I listed them with Mr. French and I know he is going to do everything to see that they are replaced by hustling, young ball players with real ability."

Billy said he was far from satisfied with the pitching staff and that he would concentrate on securing reinforcements for the mound corps from the Cardinals.

Southworth, who has been house hunting since his return to Columbus last weekend, said he considered Rochester a paradise for any baseball manager.

"No manager ever received more co-operation from the fans, press and radio than I did," said Billy. "Who wouldn't be happy to come back to a town like that?" —CUSHING.

And were the boys tickled? A group of them
gathered for the old college yet. Lyons and Cannon are at top, with Gillenwater, Davis, Johnson and Asbell grouped around kurzewski.
Lines Sights on Bison Bombers

With Mike Ryba, left, holding 'ammunition,' and Hersch Lyons, rear, and Ken Raffensberger lending moral support, Si Johnson lines sights on Buffalo Bison dugout. Wings' righthand ace will face Herd's Al Smith in playoff series opener at Stadium tonight.
Brother Cooke Gets Tagged Out After Rundown in Third

Ryba Assigned to Hurl in Opener Tonight

Catcher Sam Narron, Billy Southworth and Pitcher Mike Ryba, from left, discuss strategy for Red Wings' Junior World Series opener with Louisville Colonels, American Association playoff winners, at Norton Street Stadium tonight.
Colonels Enjoy Calm Before Series Storm

Taking advantage of "off day," Louisville players stoked up for Junior Series. Fabian Gaffke, Stan Spence and Ed Madjeski, from left, add finishing touch to evening meal.

"Th a shine on your shoes..." Paul Campbell, Louisville first baseman, shakes dust of long train ride from his boots as he reads of Wings' 2-1 Sunday win over Bears.

"So this is Main Street!" Bob Boken, left, of Chet Morgan of Colonels go sightseeing.

BILLY SOUTHWORTH
The man who piloted Rochester teams to four successive championships a decade ago is back as Red Wing manager, hopeful that his new club will follow the fashion he set for this city.

Harold (Feejee) Reese does as thorough a job on thick steak as he does at shortstop.
Colonels Enjoy Calm Before Series Storm

Taking advantage of "off day," Louisville players kicked up for Junior Series, Pahoua.

"With a shine on your shoes ..." Paul Obbels, Louisville first baseman, shaves dust of long train ride from his boots as he reads Of Wings.

"Oh, this is Main Street!" Bob Bolen, left, of Colonels, goes sightseeing.

Swing's the Thing--Southworth

Swing's the Thing--Southworth!

Southworth shows the falls, how he put the wrist action into the swing.

Pepper games are an integral part of a winning team's routine, and the Wings put their share of

Fingers Crisp, center, and Augie Bergamo are the key touch. Frank Crisp and Harry Walker take time out to enjoy sandwiches and milk on the premises. (AP Photo)

Manager Billy Southworth shows the falls, how he put the wrist action into the swing. (AP)

Harold (Peewee) Reese does as thorough a job on thick steak as he does at shortstop.

Paul Crisp, Colonels' second baseman, shakes off the dust of long train ride from his boots as he reads Of Wings.

"Oh, this is Main Street!" Bob Bolen, left, of Colonels, goes sightseeing.

Frank Hosted observers at the Florida swing sandwiches and milk on the premises. (CAP Photos)
Wings Open Training Grind

Southworth has "Whitey" Russell ready to go at third base. Howard Black and Bill Durrichko are front row. Frank Crown is expected this morning, but had not reported late last evening.

With his first exhibition game but five days away, Southworth has been plenty of work ahead of him in whipping the squad into shape. The opposite, the Philadelphia National League, is still without a camp. Major Max L. and all are well prepared for the N.L. Southworth, on the other hand, has but two men whom he can consider ready for action. They are Esteb Crabtree and Mike Murphy. "Crabby" has been in camp for two weeks and is as big as a horse. He is due to report again today and has been pitching in the Panama Canal Zone during the winter season.

Some hold-out, signed his contract and announced that he was heading South with the first train. Fallon, enroute to his Brooklyn home, will be a welcome sight in Southworth.

At present Billy has but eight infielders on his roster. No word has been received from Fred Bedore who was obtained from New Orleans and the temporary loss of Davis calls the number down to five. The first base position will not be minus a caddie, however, for Fred Murphy is in camp and from his showing in the late winter, is sure to be ready out in earnest. Eddie batted .213 at Forth Worth, Ohio last season and is expected to add plenty of power to the Southworth infield.

HARRY DAVIS

BILLY EYES TURNOUT OF 28 PLAYERS

Balance of Wings To Report Today —Beal Ready

West Palm Beach, Fla.—The 1940 Rochester Red Wings will in ten action here today as Manager Billy Southworth officially opened training. Some 28 men greeted the training manager as the first workout under way at noon.

Southworth wasted no time in hearing down on his squad. Athletica were followed by a strenuous round of batting practice, then fly shaving until 9:30 in the afternoon. After running the field the players were allowed to take their shirts off and have a good wash.
Mike’s Percentage
Betters Major
Leaders

By DON HASSETT

DON MIGUEL RYBA, bane of
International League oppo-
Binition in Red Wing’s last sea-
son, isn’t worrying about such
matters at the momen-
t of earned run average and
complete games pitched. “Old
Rays,” is enjoying the tropi-
Cal warmth of Panama’s beaches;
he’s a bright one, improving his
golf game and, when the spirit
moves him, standing rival Pan-
ama League teams on their ears
with occasional nifty pitching
performances.

Nevertheless, Don Mike
replied against Buffalo, due
to injury on June 8, against Balti-
more with leading on June 13
after eight innings of work in
temperature over 100, and against
Toronto on Aug. 28. Only in the
last mentioned was he “knocked
out.” St Johnson and Ken
Riffenberger were the only
other Wings finishing better than
half their games.

Mike, who won 19 games and
lost 11, also hit a .333 average in
13 pinch-hit appearances and set
some sort of “jinx” record against
Toronto. The Leafs finally had
their revenge, knocking Mike out
of the box, but he held Lazarri
batters to a .295 mark for the
season. The Leafs had to con-
tent with 39 hits in 137 times at
bat, but got six extra-base hits
and but three runs-batted-in.

That’s right. Mike earned his
Panama “vocation.”
BILLY EYES TURNOUT OF 28 PLAYERS

Balance of Wings
To Report Today

West Palm Beach, Fla.—The 1960 Rochester Red Wings were last night
progressing comfortably, as the manager Billy Southworth, who
was scheduled to return from the West Coast, was reported
as having received a telegram from the manager.

The Red Wings, according to the manager, will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Detroit Tigers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Philadelphia Phillies, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Milwaukee Brewers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Detroit Tigers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Philadelphia Phillies, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Milwaukee Brewers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Detroit Tigers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Philadelphia Phillies, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Milwaukee Brewers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Detroit Tigers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Philadelphia Phillies, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Milwaukee Brewers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Detroit Tigers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Philadelphia Phillies, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Milwaukee Brewers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Detroit Tigers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Philadelphia Phillies, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Milwaukee Brewers, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Chicago White Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Cleveland Indians, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the New York Yankees, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.

The manager also stated that the team will play a
very strong card against the Boston Red Sox, who are
expected to make a very strong showing in their opening game.
We know you fellers. Left: Estel Crabtree and Billy (The Kid) Southworth, right, pilot of Red Wings, look over the new training site of Rochester club at West Palm Beach, Fla. Center: Crabby, team captain, Southworth are shown with prize saltfish caught off Florida coast. Right: It's time for swim (or is it?) Anyway, they frolic in the sand at Palm Beach. Below: That's keeping your head down, Estel! As Billy watches, Crabtree smashes a pellet down the fairway.

Harry’s Big Bat Booms Again

Harry Davis, making first camp appearance with Wings in an exhibition clash at West Palm Beach, Fla., yesterday, blasted a double, drove in a run and also scored as the Columbus Red Birds bowed. He was errorless at first base.
Just Before the Battle..... Wing Fans Meet Philly Pilot, Umpires

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Scrapbooks Collection

Wing Fans Meet Philly Pilot, Umpires

Just prior to initial Red Wing appearance in the Florida Grapefruit League, Skipper Bill Southworth, third from the left, introduced Rochester fans to umps and manager of visiting Philly Nationals. Others, from left, are Doc Prothro, manager of major leaguers; Hayes, Bill Klem, dean of National League arbiters; Leo Hietala, Sid Nevins and Bill Zweigle of Rochester. Wings lost training opener, but beat Boston yesterday.
Possibilities of Red Wing Aid from Parent Cards Reviewed — Outfield, Catching Seen Worst Off

By AL C. WEBER

Even the most enthusiastic Red Wing supporter will admit that the team as now constituted cannot come anywhere close to a Class AA contender—infact, it would hardly qualify as a Double A team. True, Billy Southworth and Oliver French are looking over some classy looking youngsters, possibly the best rookie crop in years, but a club just doesn’t come up with six "kids" from the small minors who can fit in and play next-to-major ball. Two, or even one a year is considered worth the farming effort. Such being the case, where will the Red Wings get their help? From St. Louis? Two or three players yes, more perhaps. Let's digest the Cardinals' roster and see what Ryz Blades can possibly spare.

In the outfield, where the Red Wings need help desperately, or at least will before the bell rings next month, the Cards are not weak. They have a fine major outfield of six men and will probably carry five. Midfield, Martin, Moore and Banta are certain to stay. That leaves Hal Rigo and Buster Adams, and knowing Ryz Blades, he will keep one of these if he possibly can.

Rochester's present infield sports Harry Davis, George Fallon, Frank Crespi and Whiskey Kurosaki. That is not a bad quartet, in fact, Southworth would probably be willing to start with them, if he had a good reserve man, and enough power elsewhere not to have to expect too much at the plate from Crespi and Fallon. St. Louis has 11 infielders and will probably use six. Pictures are Miss, Brown, Martin, Gutteridge and Lyn Lary for utility. The others are Marion and Sturdy, to stir up the Wings. Johnny Hopp, who joined the Houston Eddie Lake, Joe Orenco and Bob Requa. It would seem that the Wings' best bet would be Requa, a husky infielder who was developed by Tony Kaufmann at Decatur. Blades has his own infield problem, and judging from what you hear from St. Pete, Marion and Sturdy figure in it. Some say that Sturdy's arm is healed, which would be a great break for all concerned. All in all, any way you look at it, the Rochester infield situation is not acute.

It would be wise if the same should be said of the catching. But, the Cardinal roster lists just two official receivers, Mickey Owen and Don Podigait, but Bill DeLancey is trying for a come back. Rochester has two, Floyd Best and a young tyke, Galpin, and will have to find another top-flight backstop from some place other than St. Louis. In fact, Blades would appreciate another himself. All of this is based on the assumption that Mike Riga will be a pitcher again this season; and if anyone can talk Southworth into having his No. 1 hurler go behind the plate he is a persuasive individual indeed.

They claim that pitching is 60 per cent of a ball club and the Wings appear to have just about that much of a start. Billy has Riga, Herschel Evans, Hank Gordenick and John Grofdicki. Normally you can figure the last three to improve in their sophomore year. All have the stuff, and Lyons showed some of the most courageous hurling seen in these parts in years, during the playoffs and Little World series last autumn. Three more hurriers, one preferably a Double A starter, would put the staff up nicely. The Cards' list shows 15 hurriers, of whom Blades will probably want to retain 10.

Houston, which sent up four fine big league prospects should be taken care of when the time comes to unload. The Wings sent Frenchee, Ron, who will probably be returned.

This should exhaust the possibilities of assistance from St. Louis. Quite possibly player deals will be made with other big league clubs. The way was paved for a new association with the Cubs, with the Wings sending Ken Haffnerberger there. Also, the New York Giants may come up with a player for Rochester because of a more or less record obligation. The Wings sold Dusty Cooke to Jersey City on the strength of being able to purchase Buck Jones from the Giants. The latter club was not able to clear Jones to Rochester because of a Landis ruling that the outfielder must be given a 30-day major league trial.
First baseman Harry Davis entertains two Pittsburgh boys, Don Ewart, left, and brother Jack, by palming seven balls at one time.

Feller fooled. Red Wing shortstop "Creepy" Crespi slides back safely under throw to Bell covering as Cleveland's fastball artist tries to catch him napping in exhibition.

You should see a lot of this pair. Messrs. Crespi, left, and George Fallon, brilliant fielding rookie second baseman, provide Wings with a classy double play combination.

Catcher Oscar Galipeau gets throw too late to retire 'Goody' Rosen of Columbus, sliding in safely with run against Red Wings in Dormitory Series tilt. Umpire is Hayes.

My, gran'pa, what a big hand you have! First baseman Harry Davis entertains two Pittsburgh boys, Don Ewart, left, and brother Jack, by palming seven balls at one time.

Come what may, Floyd Beal seems to have clinched the berth of No. 1 receiver on the Red Wings staff. Beal, ranked behind Narron last year, should be ready for his best season here.
Old standbys whenever the Red Wings need any runs are, from left, George Kurowski, Harry Davis and Estel Crabtree, who here are seen selecting their weapons. Last year it was Crabby's bat which put Wings into Little World Series.

Red Wing camp observers see this infield quartet, from left, George Fallon, second base; Frank Crespi, shortstop; George Kurowski, third base, and Harry Davis, first base, boosting considerably pennant winning possibilities of Manager Billy Southworth's rapidly developing club with excellence of its defensive ability and teamwork.
Hard at work in Florida camp: From left, Archie Templeton follows through on "fast one"; Floyd Beal shags a pop fly; Hal Walker spears a high liner; Captain Estel Crabtree's out at first as Chiefs' Walters stretches for off bag; Harry Davis dons uniform for exhibition game appearance.

Wing 'Kids' Mix Fun with Task of Winning Jobs

Whether the subject is baseball or a fish story, rookie members of the Red Wing squad in training at West Palm Beach seem to be enjoying the battle for jobs. From left are Howard Black, Bill McLaughlin, Ed Bongard and Tom Koval.
Folks, Meet ‘Li’l Augie’ -- He’s a Rare Rookie Prospect

Red Wing camp observers reckon ‘Li’l Augie’ Bergamo may make grade as Double A outfielder with Southworthites. Left, he jumps to spear line drive; right, takes his cut.

Do Dr. Southworth’s Charges Work Hard in Exhibitions? Take a Peek

Socko! Left: That’s Clyde Klutts doubling in 6th inning of first exhibition game between the Wings and Syracuse Chiefs at Ft. Lauderdale.

Center: Clyde, Rochester catcher, is shown as he slides for home plate, trying to score on McLaughlin’s single. Bottarini is catcher and Donnelly the umpire. Right: Klutts, knocked out in play, is revived. Manager Southworth rubs Clyde’s neck as Frank Crespi watches.
Manager Billy Southworth has high hopes that this trio of rookie pitchers will deliver for the Red Wings in 1940 campaign. From left are Bill Brumbelow, Bill McLaughlin and Archie Templeton. They have shown well in practice sessions and all are given good chance of making grade.

This group of Rochesterians, wintering in the sunny (?) South, paid a recent visit to camp of Red Wings at West Palm Beach, Fla. The fans are shown here with Manager Billy Southworth and President Oliver French of Wings. It was a great day! (Wings defeated Chiefs, 10 to 6).
George (Flash) Fallon, sweet-fielding Red Wing rookie second baseman, was key man in two double plays yesterday, sparking defense as offense failed in 9-1 loss to Cards.

One of the outstanding rookie pitchers in the camp of the Red Wings at West Palm Beach, Fla., William (Irish Bill) McLaughlin is determined to win a new Rochester uniform. Bill, a lefthander, stands six feet, two inches, scales 190.

Bright Spot in Gloomy Red Wing Afternoon
Clinical Report

Outfield Set; Hill Corps' Work Boosts Wing Flag Hopes

By ELLIOT CUSHING

WEST Palm Beach, Fla.—The weekly inventory:

1. There will be no more additions to the outfield—at least not until after the International League ball has run.

2. The Wing players do not feel, however, that they will be ready for the inaugural until their hands recovered a winter's-inactivity, another pitcher of proved merit and an experienced newcomer.

3. The showing of both veterans and rookie pitchers in exhibition games has enhanced apprehension that it would be impossible to reassemble a winning mental corps with Sj Johnson and Ken Raffensberger ignoring the training.

These observations are based on happenings to date and are subject to alterations.

Joe Adams, left, from the Cardinal, Billy Southworth has declared himself satisfied with the entire prospect. Scouting observations developed, the Wings will open at Binghamton with Adams in left, Cronin center and Bergamo right, a line-up of experienced players.

Northwest would prefer Oregano

Southwest would prefer Oregano because he can play both short and second base. He would have permission at both positions if either Oregano or Faulk failed to hold up. Hardy can play short because of his weak throwing arm, and Jack's chances of getting back on third are nil with George Kuzwowski looking more impressive this spring than he did last season.

The pitching prospects will remain bright just as long as McLaughlin and Raffensberger remain in the championship, continued to3.

McLaughlin is now rated in the neighborhood of Riggs Barnett in Boston, the ex-Atlanta pitcher, and Billy has already given to scouts an experting that field ability, whose pitching actions are reminiscent of Big Red Radbourn, will make Southwest into definite Mark Radbournes.

Bob McLaughlan

Bob McLaughlan has looked good in spots but his old trend of adding under pressure will crop up. John Gendrel has thrown the ball well in his limited appearances, but he has shown that he can get started this week and should be ready to the season. Ryno and Lyons took the start in the main exhibition at the present writing. Princess Sue is expected here before the week ends, and Billy has picked up some players there, and these should make him a valuable addition to the Southwest corps.

The catching problem may be solved with the acquisition of Bob Griswold, who has been trading a lot of baseball in the Ex-Card exhibition. Starting manager the Washington, Pa., club, a definite line in next season's activities.

Here's the story to date, with the certain-winner still over two weeks away. We will have more evidence soon when we return to our regular reports.

Strange story

Strange story of a small kid who was playing ball as if it were a regular game.

"You're sure, young man; go play ball." Billy the Kid shored Harry Davis' hand, injured last week, and assured first sacker he'll be in starting lineup against Tribe.
Hank Gornicki's salary wing gets a massage from Trainer Howie Haak, left, in preparation for opening game.

And Hank will start on the mound. Excellent performance in camp games won Opening Day starting assignment for Hank Gornicki, righthander who wound up last season with Asheville in impressive fashion after dismal start with Southworthites. Skipper Bill expects him to stop Chiefs.

Tall grass patrolmen. Wings' new outfielders, newcomers to club this season, compare notes during Syracuse practice.

From left, Buster Adams, Augie Bergamo, Harry (Dixie 3d) Walker and Dain Clay chin about . . . the weather?
A comb, a little water and Bill McLaughlin, rookie mound prospect, takes the kinks out of his curly locks after drill. Irish Will may win hearts as well as ball games.

Billy Southworth’s Board of Strategy is all ready for action to mastermind the Wings along. From left, Billy, Mike Ryba, Harry Davis and Capt. Ezzell Crabtree. They’ll aid Wing boss in coaching box and dugout slotting.

Manager Billy Southworth, left, thinks George Fallon’s going to show Wing fans some fancy fielding at second this season.

Ryba, Wings Pitcher, Hurt By Line Drive

Baltimore—Mike Ryba, ace right hander of the Red Wings, was injured during batting practice here this afternoon as the Wings prepared to meet Baltimore.

Ryba was struck on the left temple by a line drive off the bat of Outfielder Line Blakely. Knocked unconscious, he was carried from the field and taken to a hospital for examination.

The injury occurred as the Wing hurler, who won 18 victories last season and led the circuit in complete games, was standing just off the mound.

Shaking out the kinks, Lefty Bill Seinoth, Archie Templeton and Whitey Kurowski limber up on the sidelines after tiresome train ride from Virginia. Kurowski looms as infield mainstay, Seinoth as capable relief moundman.
"Get two." That's the war cry of Red Wings' new second base combination of George Fallon, left, and Frank Crespi which will be unveiled for International League crowd first time when Southworthites and Dick Porter's Chiefs collide in opener. Pair is noted already for finesse with which it executes twin killings, erasing opposing base runners in helpful fashion to assist pitchers. Crespi plays shortstop and has great arm as has his second base pal, Fallon.

Wings Face Chiefs Today
With Gornicki on Mound

Bob Scheffing (left), Red Wing catcher, whispered into Hank Gornicki's ear as the Rochester International League team warmed up in Syracuse yesterday for today's opening game with the Chiefs. They're Red Wing battery.

Left: This is an "official" group of Red Wing supporters. Seated from left in second row is Mrs. Billy Southworth, wife of Rochester manager, and child; and Miss Ruth Attridge; first row, James Martins, left, secretary of Wings and Oliver French, club president, brave elements to see their team make an auspicious debut in downing the Chiefs at Municipal Stadium, Syracuse. Above: Sorry, Angie, you are tardy. Bergamo, Wing outfielder, is retired at first base. Play has been completed, Iggy Walters, first sacker of Chiefs, is making toss to catcher, not in the photo.
Rain threatens Wing bow in Syracuse today

Pick of the Red Wing crop! Here's the combination Skipper Bill Southworth will field today against Syracuse Chiefs in opening game of International League schedule 57th in history of the circuit. Snapped during their workout at Municipal Stadium, Syracuse, yesterday were, from left, Frank Crepsi, ss; Kotel Crabtree, cf; Angie Bergamo, rf.

George Kurowski, 3b; Bob Scheffing, cf; Harry Davis, lb; George Falice, 2b; Harry Walker, rf; Hank Goricki, p.

Choice of Jack Tidings as Chiefs' starting pitcher occasioned switch from Clay or Blakely to Walker. Team's plans for first victory may be shelved a day, however, unless weather clears.

‘Preacher’ Returns to His Flock .... Roe’s Wing-bound

Elwin (Preacher) Roe, Red Wing rookie last season, who has been training with the parent St. Louis Cards was returned to the Southworthites on option yesterday. The tall southpaw hurler will join the club at once; should bolster hill staff.
Welcome home, Harry! Yep, it's Harry (his teammates call him Dixie), Red Wing outfielder, tallying one of Rochester's six runs. Disgruntled gentleman looking on is Bottarini, Syracuse catcher. Walker dashed home when Davis doubled in the 1st frame.

Convinced Floyd Beal acquired too many wrinkles in long train ride, Estel Crabtree, Linc Blakely prepare to erase "ruts." Just a gag, folks. No harm done to catching vet.

Workout for the boss as well as for outfielders. Skipper Southworth poles out fungoes in brick drill at Syracuse.
15,000 Fans Expected at Wing Opener

Team Here Today; Legion Sets Fete Tonight

FORECASTING a larger crowd than last year—possibly in the vicinity of 15,000 fans, club officials last night announced a sell-out of reserved and box seats for the Red Wings' home season opener against the Syracuse Chiefs at the Stadium tomorrow.

The big turnout augmented by industrial and civic groups which will also participate in the pre-game parade, probably will see Hank Gornicki assume the pitching duties against Dick Porter's Chiefs. Rancy Hang beat the Tribe in the first game of the year at Syracuse, and stopped Newark for his second triumph Sunday. Skipper Bill Southworth thinks Gornicki will hold the Chiefs again.

Possible opponent of Hankus and the Wings will be the vet and the Wings will be Cy Blanch, Pittsburgh Pirates catcher who ranks as the Chiefs' right-hand ace.

In case of emergency, the Wings have Righthander Herschel Lyons to fall back on. Lyons beat Baltimore in a seven-hitter, last a three-hitter Saturday in Jersey City and then boiled 8-1-3 scoreless frames in the last lap of Monday's 17-inning marathon. Against a righthander the lineup will remain unchanged.

First public appearance here of the Wings as a team will be at tonight's American Legion "Welcome Dinner," an annual fixture, at the Powers Hotel. Legion authorities also indicated last night that a capacity crowd will attend the affair, at which city officials, Mayor Roland B. Marvin of Syracuse and the entire Wing roster will be guests. Dick Porter, Syracuse pilot, is also expected. Speakers will be Walter (Rabbit) Marvinville and Charles E. Dooin, former major league catcher and manager, famed as a baseball monologist.

Though cool weather and showery weather forecast today, the Wings are squandering for a good day tomorrow.

The Wings will arrive at the Lehigh Valley Station, Court Street, at 8:31 a.m. Eastern Daylight time. They'll report for a workout in their new home city at 11 a.m. at the Stadium. Following the workout for the Southworths, the Chiefs will take over the field at 1 p.m.

Tomorrow's pre-game parade looms as one of the largest in many years. With players of both clubs, Mayor Samuel B. Dicker and Mayor Marvin of Syracuse, publi-officials of nearby communities and various civic and industrial groups in the line of march, the parade will be marshaled for the 51st year by Frank Rontoch.

It will form this year in South Fitchburg, then move via Main Street, East Avenue, Union Street, Main Street, North Street and Clinton Avenue to the stadium.
The old swimming hole. Miserable conditions under which opener was played are emphasized by pool of water around second base. Gornicki is at pitcher's box, with Longacre at bat, Scheffing catching. Umpires Parker and Solodare.
Hot quite. George (Flash) Fallon's sprint across first base didn't convince umpire he made it safely as Walters leaned far out to take catch from Hall, second baseman of the Syracuse Chiefs, in the fourth inning. Fallon protested vehemently on the decision.

Hank Gets Nod for Opener

Poppa tries a pair of new shoes. Augie Bergamo ties on new spikes as teammates look on in Red Wings' clubhouse.

Gornicki-Scheffing Battery Announced for Wing Opener

West Palm Beach, Fla.—Henry (Hank) Gornicki, the Niagara Fall, sophomore, will be on the firing line when the Red Wings tee of against the Syracuse Chiefs in the International League inaugural at Syracuse Thursday afternoon.

Gornicki's battery mate will be Bob Scheffing, who gets the catching assignment over Floyd Beal, who finished up as first string receiver last season.

That was the final bulletin issued in the Wing Clubhouse last night as Manager Billy Southworth prepared to embark on his trip to Norfolk, Va., to desert his athletes for their final game in Florida this afternoon.

Unless he makes further alterations at Norfolk southworth said the lineup would be: Blakely, rf (if Syracuse pitches a right hander); Curtiss, cf (if Chiefs start a left hander). Clay will start in right field; Davis, lb; Crabtree, cf; Kurowski, sb; Fallon, 2b; Scheffing, c; Crespi, ss and Gornicki, p.

Even though Buster Adams is expected to join the club in Syracuse southworth does not plan to use him in the lid lifter.
Rained-Out Wings Get Memberships In Lobby-Sitters' Guild; Lyons Ready

Baltimore—Skipper Bill Southworth and his Red Wing "flock" stayed in port again yesterday, as a chill Nor'easter, whipped heavy rain ahead of it, made Rochester's scheduled opening doubleheader with Tommy Thomas' Orioles out of the question.

After looking at rain in Syracuse and here for three of the four days since the International League season began, the Wings, with little expectation of playing today, are ready to join the Lobby-Sitters Union. Already they have two games to make up with the Chiefs, and with further cold, wet weather forecast here, they'll probably have a couple of additional quarrels with the Orioles left over, as raw material for later doubleheaders.

If the Wings and Orioles are able to play today, Herschel Lyons, big right-hander, still will be Southworth's pitching nominee. Tentative schedule for the Baltimore series now calls for single games today and tomorrow with a doubleheader Wednesday, but lack of manpower to spread the giant infield tarpaulins when the rain began yesterday left Oriole Park's infield as muddy as the outer precincts, and today's game probably will be called off because of wet grounds.

Whenever the Wings do get a chance to play again, Lyons will be the starter. And, according to Southworth, Don Miguel Ryba will get the starting call for the first game thereafter.

"If you like to get a good day's work in here pretty soon," Billy said, "like Lyons, he's already been through the mill, and he has to stand up. He was busy helping me in camp, throwing the ball and getting his pitching and he needs some action to raise his highest degree of effectiveness."

Herschel Lyons, left, will be first pitching choice of Red Wings when weather permits them to begin series with Baltimore. Right, Skipper Bill Southworth casts weather eye aloft, wipes from face the rain which had dogged the team.

Gornicki Allows 4 Hits as Wings Beat Chiefs, 6-1

Mayor Rolland B. Marvin (left) of Syracuse, shown as he threw out the first ball yesterday in the opening International League game between the Red Wings and Chiefs.

Mayor Dicker of Rochester smiles approvingly. Wings won.

They Know Answers to Infield Problems of Wings

Presenting the Red Wing infield, which Lee Tauro back the enemy service in so many starts. From left are: George Kowalski, Frank Crespi, George Fallon, Harry Davis and Bob Schellinger who meet daily to talk over their operations. Three of the five were standouts yesterday. Crespi bagged three hits, and Fallon and Schellinger belted homers as the Wings whipped Birds.
Preacher's Salary Wing Ready for Action

WEST Palm Beach, Fla.—Fresh graced coconuts: They couldn't be kissed, but privately some of the gossipers with the Cardinals were hitting the other day that Muscles Medwick's nothing serves are always more pronounced when his boy friend, Johnny Man, go on a batting binge... Wings' total gate receipts for exhibitions in the Coconuts League may hit $3,500... That's more money than they've taken in since they began training down here... Jack Sneddy illustrated because the Cards gave him a one-way ticket to Columbus, nearly wrecked the clubhouse.

Preacher Roe, on brief stopover here last night en route to Baltimore to join Wings, displays left arm on which team is depending this season, while his wife looks on.

Sideline critics. Between innings of game with Philly Nationals, Wing veterans and rookies watch closely play of Joe Preburo's club as it goes through defensive maneuvers, when Ray Blades broke the news to him... Black Jack is predicting that he wasn't given a fair trial at second base, but, after one look at his short-pit arm, Blades told Branch Rickey that if Sneddy had any future in baseball he must be as a first baseman where his weak flipper could be overlooked.

Majors Give Ramey Polish, Pause
You'd never recognize your old pal Ray Bladon... A year in the majors has done more for him than a search of river's bank... He acquired heavy coat of polish and poise and talks fluently with reporters when they call on him... Asked if he found a great deal of difference between managing a major league club and a minor club, Ramee chuckled: "Listen, I'd have trouble no matter where I went!... Obliterates lines in cities I haven't a lot like in offense first base... Cottonwood would make some Double A club a right smart first sacker but the Cards are going to have on to him as he gives them protection at first and in the outfield.

Crabtree Rates Orchid for Clay Choice
Wonders if Joe Conlin has run out of exteriors trying to abid his favorite ball team... I suggest Joe write his congressmen of the dog catcher... Lucky for Joe he didn't see Crabbyumble three times on the goal line against the Phils or he'd have seen those remaining four holes by the book... Credit Ketel Crabtree with spotting Don Clay as a potential Red Wing on the first day in camp.

While the selecting season was whirring it up for Walker, Koval, Brunshaw, Templeton, etc., Crabby once or two time being, counted up the rookie situation thusly: "I think this kid Clay might help..." "The Fortsmith rookie has been the most consistent hitter in a hitting camp and will claim home run crown he gets up where the fences are in range.

Bill Delaney, the Cardinal Comeback Kid, appears to have won the greatest battle of his career, but it is unlikely that he will be permitted to do any heavy duty work before next season... Curt Harry McDuffy, who has been wittering here, left yesterday for the North where he will broadcast all the home games of the Phils and A's.

Here's the 'Big One' that DIDN'T Get Away!

Ewen R. Davenport, general manager of The Democrat and Chronicle and Times-Union, caused quite a commotion among fisherman's friends in the other windows when he hooked a 420-lb tarpon in the Gulf Stream off Miami Beach... Surprised newspaperman tells me that this twelved-foot fighter is rarely hooked in the Gulf Stream... There

Howard Black, who is bidding for an infield post with Red Wings, was mapped as he took a "cut" in recent exhibition game at West Palm Beach, Yaw, Horrige connected for single.
Bravo! Bravo! They Aided in Bird 'Killing'

Meet Fred Bedore, left, who made belated debut at second base with Red Wings yesterday. He smashed a double as the Columbus Birds bowed, 6-2. "Irish" Bill McLaughlin, above, turned in a splendid pitching performance for winners.

Here's How Horsehide's Held by Hard-working Hersch

Hersch Lyons, righthander on whom Billy Southworth's Red Wings are banking as mound mainstay, worked effectively for six innings yesterday before tiring in 8-4 setback by Columbus Red Birds. Hersch, whose great pitching aided Wings' stretch drive last year, holds ball same way for three best pitches — fast ball, curve and change of pace mound tactics.
New Faces... Old Favorites... Stud Red Wing Lineup in Home Opener

Melancholy Mel Finds Outlook Gloomy

WINGS AVOID START AT SYRACUSE THURSDAY
ROOKIE BILL BRENDELHOE, one of the promising young players on the Wings' roster, has grown up in the fast ball pitch to workmen. Bredelhoe is one of youthful hurlers on whom Skipper Billy Southworth is depending in the forthcoming International League pennant race.

WINGS AWAITS START AT SYRACUSE THURSDAY

HARRY DAVIS

STARTING LINEUP—Harry Davis won't have to worry about his hitting today in the game against Williamsport. The left-hander will be looking for his first win of the season against the Senators today.

Pictured here are the Syracuse Wing's starting lineup for today's game.
Arm Much Improved, Says Grodzicki

Wing Twirler, Here For Examination, Enthusiastic

BY FRANK LILLICH

Johnny Grodzicki, who hung up a pitching mark of eight victories and seven defeats with the Red Wings last year, checked into Rochester yesterday and reported that his-ting flipper is not bothering him any more.

The nice-looking man, sent here by Manager Billy Southworth last week to be under the care of Dr. Hiram S. Schumacher, Red Wing physician, believes that another two weeks of easy workouts will have him in shape to take his place on the International League firing line.

His arm bothered him all during the spring training season, falling to respond to treatment, but, he said last night, "The soreness is gone. I think that if I take easy workouts at the River campus field house with the U. of R. team I'll be ready to go with the Wings any day." Grodzicki is scheduled to have Dr. Schumacher examine him this morning, and is hopeful that his program for the next two weeks will put him in shape.

Meanwhile, he is not planning to join the Wings for their league opener in Syracuse, consistent to rest here while awaiting their return two weeks hence.

I'm Ready to Play,' Asserts Adams

Wing Outfielder Here — Plans Workouts With Varsity

By DON HASSETT

If Buster Adams' presence in town means anything — and his statement: "I'm ready to play"—Red Wing prospects are looking up.

The Buster —Elvin C. to his social register card—and his petite, charming wife drove in from St. Louis. And yesterday the 21-year-old outfielder whom Billy Southworth expects to be an important adjunct to his outfield announced he is ready for action.

Hustled North to St. Louis for a thorough physical checkup when stomach trouble put him on the sick list the day he was to join the Wings, Adams is ready to quit the convalescent role. "Dr. Hiram the Cardinal club physician) found the trouble," Buster says, "and I'm feeling 100 per cent better—and stronger—than I did two weeks ago."

Hiram's examination put the blame for Adams' ill health on his nibbling liver and full bladder. But complete rest and a strict diet have stopped the trouble that was sappling the lean, handsomely-built athlete's stamina. "I didn't know what was wrong and the doctors were flummoxed over the cause," Buster explained, "but the rest was doing me good all last season. I was stiff and tired all the time, my hitting and fielding suffered and I wasn't until late in the season at Sacramento that I really got going."

Originally slated to join the Wings at Morrison, Adams now expects to meet the club Thursday in Syracuse. The only workouts he's had in the past two weeks have been of the hospital variety, and in order to shake out the kinks, he'll probably join Lou Alexander's University of Rochester Yellowjackets in their Field House drills at the River Campus through Wednesday.

"Now that I know how to cope with this stomach ailment" Buster said yesterday, "I'm looking forward to my best season at the plate and in the field since I entered organized ball. I know I'll enjoy playing for Billy."

Getting plenty of advice but no help from husband Buster, Mrs. Adams unpacks for brief stay in Rochester before new Red Wing outfielder joins club in Syracuse Thursday. Couple came from St. Louis where Adams had a physical checkup.
First to Go Full Route for Wings This Year

Hank Gornicki, righthanded pitcher, yesterday became the first to go the route for Wings this season. He held Pals to six hits, but dropped 3-0 decision. His mates committed four errors behind him and collected only three blows in exhibition.

Wings Acquire Epps

Outfielder Hit .287, With 22 Triples, For Houston

THE RED WING outfield was strengthened today with the acquisition of Harold Franklin (Hal) Epps on option from the St. Louis Cardinals.

Epps, who was with Rochester for 22 games in 1935, is expected to join the club at Syracuse tomorrow.

A left-handed batter and thrower, Epps is 24 years of age and is one of the fastest men in baseball. He boasts a lifetime batting average of over .300 and is 257 with Houston in the Class A-1 Texas League last year.

More impressive than his average, however, is Epps extra-base record. He batted out 23 triples and belted in 24 runs for Houston last season, and belted 51 three-baggers in 1935. In addition, he hit 23 doubles last year.

Epps is expected to take over right-field, replacing Angie Bergamo.

Any Pitching Help the Red Wings may get from the St. Louis Cards now is likely to come to six hits, but dropped 3-0 decision. His mates committed four errors behind him and collected only three blows in exhibition.

Sports Eye View...

Professor Berly, at 37, Still Going Strong—Hiring of Hurler Pleases Pilot

By ELLIOT CUSHING

At the ripe old age of 37, John Berly is living proof that an athlete can prolong his playing days by efficient, sensible living. The handsome Texan doesn’t look a day older than when he first joined the Red Wings back in 1929. When Billy Southworth learned that Toronto had placed Berly on the block, he stepped up and bid. The righty pitched with Oliver French to show the cash over the counter. ‘‘Get him and my troubles will be over,’’ shouted Skipper Will...

The next morning French closed the deal and Southworth boarded a flight for Montreal, promising that he would not molest his boss for any further reinforcements this season... Southworth regards Berly as the most effective relief man in the league.

The finest, boatload developed at Ithaca in years and a definite threat for the big splash at Poughkeepsie next month.

Secondly:

JOHN BERLY

... gets Southworth boost

The Athletics take a 20 per cent rap on the Camden fellage when they turn it into US coin. Toronto players are paid in American money. If Les Scarella isn’t the tough luck kid of the current baseball season, he’ll do still another one comes along... Last winter he was traded from the championship Reds to the second division Bees.

While driving South to spring training his wife was killed in a crash in which fortunately escaped injury. Harry recovered from this staggering blow, the chunky Italian was belting National League pitching for a 300 club when the lowly Bees up and shipped him to the Buffalo Bisons.

Orioles' Etten Bombing Bences Again

Nomination for most improved ball player in International—Baltimore's Nick Etten, reason: Last year Roger Hornsby insisted on calling pitches. Nicholas couldn't bat his way out, he belted and his batting average shrunk like a bargain basement suit in a rain storm... This season he’s his own boss, hits what he likes and is doing a pretty good job of it...

At this writing, he is pacing the International minor run derby with 13 circuit trips... Spring football was so satisfactory at Columbia that the coach was going around with his fingers crossed... One of the gentlemen in the inner circle at North Edge it’s his way: ‘‘Things actually look good’’. Among others the Fresh squad contributed five crack ends and a half-assing center to the 14 Varsity... The Buffalo pivotman is a kid named Blanchard, blond, six feet and 215 pounds of muscle...

He has a hit from Hamilton (in this town), you can't count on it and lives next door to Bob Gilson, the Maroon line coach.

Bronson Passes Along Boxing Advice

When Jim Collins, the retired Police captain, visited New York to arrange his first professional boxing card last fall he looked up his old friend Jimmy Bronson. "Jimmy," he said, "In the boxing business now and I want some advice from you..."

Before he could continue his story Bronson spoke up: "The best advice I can give you Jim is that now that you're in get out of it..."

Sign that season is here: The auto racing season opens at Caledonia Memorial Day... The doobie takes over at the Atlantic Stadium this Saturday evening... The Doobie takes over at the Atlantic Stadium this Saturday evening... There may be a lot of gypsy-techniques if Frank Shapoonsey takes the notion to investigate the Montreal payroll..."

Gaye Ross, the table tennis titan is playing exhibitions on the Pacific Coast... Great winning surge has carried George Toporower's Albany Senators from the depths of the second division to the top of the Eastern League... Cornell's crack crew, which tangled with Harvard on Cayuga Saturday in a race that may decide the eastern championship, has run out of 40 in humbling Yale last Saturday... It is regarded as the finest football developed at Ithaca for a definite threat for the big splash at Poughkeepsie next month.

Hank Gornicki, righthanded pitcher, yesterday became the first to go the route for Wings this season. He held Pals to six hits, but dropped 3-0 decision. His mates committed four errors behind him and collected only three blows in exhibition.
Scenes like this will be common in Red Wing Stadium soon again with Opening Day less than a month distant. Above, Wings’ Bob Scheffing connects against Pitcher Jack Tusing of Syracuse as Catcher Bottarini waits vainly. Once on base, Skipper Bill Southworth takes charge with signals. Top, two fingers warn Scheffing to run on pitch with two out, 2-3 count on batter; center, Bill motions runner to take a longer lead; at bottom, hitter gets sign to “take” pitch.

Howell Tops Hitters with Mark of .417

Mike Ryba Scores 4 Wins to Face Hurlers

NEW YORK—Murray Howell’s continued assault on opposition pitchers kept him on top of the Eastern League hitters again last week with a .417 average. The Baltimore outfielder has played in all of his club’s 24 games and made 40 hits in 96 times at bat, thus leading the league in total numbers of hits as well as in percentage. He also has scored the most runs, 27.

Ace Parker of the Syracuse Chiefs arrived in second place among the batters just before he broke his leg sliding into a base and exited from the picture with a .394 mark. Based on 50 or more times at bat prior to Thursday, the other leading hitters were arrayed in this order.

Dominick Ryba of Rochester replaced Montreal’s Kemp Wickner as the league’s leading pitcher with four victories and no defeats.
Gornicki, In-and-Out of 1939, Makes Comeback Huge Success

Fallon Also Draws Praise of Mates For Play

By FLOYD CROWING

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Scrapbooks Collection

Cardinals Take Southworth to Replace Blades

A CORRECTION is St. Louis Frank's own statement the shift to St. Louis by Billy Southworth was something which he knew nothing about on the bus at 3:30 a.m. on Sunday, February 18th. His statement was that the shift was made as a surprise, and that he had no idea it was to take place until the coach announced it. Frank and the rest of the players were then given a chance to say good-bye to the sport where they had played for so many years.

Scene—Cardinal Dugout

Time—Tuesday P. M.
Principal—Southworth

That's What Wing Prexy Told Your Correspondent Thursday on Southworth Shift

By MATT JACKSON

The Cardinals are taking no chances on their comeback, and they are making every effort to get off to a good start. This is the way they are planning to do it:

1. They are going to use a pitcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

2. They are going to use a catcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

3. They are going to use a shortstop who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

4. They are going to use a center fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

5. They are going to use a right fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

6. They are going to use a left fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

7. They are going to use a first baseman who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

8. They are going to use a second baseman who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

9. They are going to use a relief pitcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

10. They are going to use a pitcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

11. They are going to use a catcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

12. They are going to use a shortstop who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

13. They are going to use a center fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

14. They are going to use a right fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

15. They are going to use a left fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

16. They are going to use a first baseman who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

17. They are going to use a second baseman who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

18. They are going to use a relief pitcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

19. They are going to use a pitcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

20. They are going to use a catcher who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

21. They are going to use a shortstop who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.

22. They are going to use a center fielder who has been a success in the majors, a man who is well known and respected by the newspapers, and who has shown himself to be able to handle the ball with skill and precision.
FLEDGLINGS OF THE "WINGS"...Junior "Nobby" Kline, three-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert "Nobby" Kline, 12 Northbourne Road. Shows up his pitching arm just like daddy does before going into the box for the Rochester Red Wings.
SHIFTING INTO HIGH SPEED—before his bunt hits the ground, Garden Gillenwater, Red Wing outfielder, makes a quick getaway for first base on the practice lot at Winter Garden, Fla. Behind the bat is Catcher Red Smith and crouched back of net is Manager Billy Southworth, with his eye on the ball game.

NO TALK OF “HITTING THE OLD APPLE” IN RED WING CAMP. Adjacent to the Wing’s Spring training camp is acres and acres of grapefruit orchards. Here is shown a group of Southworth’s rookies donning themselves in one of the orchards.

TAPE MEASURE TALE FROM TRAINING QUARTERS. Infielder Cliff Geer, at five feet eight inches, is the shortest member of the squad and Bob Doyle, topping six feet four, holds the altitude lead.

LEARNING TO “POOSH UP” THE BASELINE—rookie infielder John Stope slides into second base as Estel Crabtree, veteran Red Winger, coaches his timing.

ACQUIRING THE HABIT—Estel Crabtree shows in his famous last season stance of robbing the outfield of an assist.

NO TALK OF “HITTING THE OLD APPLE” IN RED WING CAMP. Adjacent to the Wing’s Spring training camp is acres and acres of grapefruit orchards. Here is shown a group of Southworth’s rookies donning themselves in one of the orchards.

SHIFTING INTO HIGH SPEED—before his bunt hits the ground, Garden Gillenwater, Red Wing outfielder, makes a quick getaway for first base on the practice lot at Winter Garden, Fla. Behind the bat is Catcher Red Smith and crouched back of net is Manager Billy Southworth, with his eye on the ball game.
Familiar Ground as Baseball Makes Its Bow

Gornicki Gets Mound Call for 'Opener'; Almeda Due in Wing Camp Tomorrow

Crowd of 12,000 Expected at Inaugural

It will be Hank Gornicki against Cy Blanton tomorrow in the opening of the 1940 baseball season here between Rochester's Red Wings and the Chiefs of Syracuse.

Both are righthanders. Gornicki dropped the decision over Chiefs in the inaugural at Syracuse, throwing a four-hitter. Since then he has won six and lost one. Blanton, former Pittsburgh hurler, has started slowly but is now in pitching form. Blanton holds the International League strikeout record, having fanned 20 Red Wings several years ago while a member of the Albany Senators.

Almeda Status in Doubt

Mel Almeda, holdout outfielder purchased by the Wings from Brooklyn last week notified President Oliver French that he would report to the team tomorrow afternoon.

Almeda will not play in the opening game because of the uncertainty of his status. The outfielder applied for his free agency to Commissioner K. M. Landis, who ordered Brooklyn to request new waivers. If no major league club claims Almeda within the allotted 72 hours, he will be eligible to play in Rochester, and indicated he would sign a Wing contract immediately.

Wings Get Workout

The Wings worked out this afternoon, engaging in a long batting and fielding drill.

Weather favorable, a crowd of approximately 12,000 is expected. The team will go into its home opener in fourth place, with five victories, six defeats and one tie to show for four series on the road.
Few, But Definite
Such Are Needs of Red Wings, Based On Play During First Trip

Relief Pitcher Needed for Close Ones

By AL C. WEBER

AS THE Red Wings open their 1940 home season, baseball fans will be able to judge for themselves; but about the only conclusions that can be reached off the record of the first dozen games are these:

The Wings are neither a great team, nor a poor one; while their pitching has been a bit lax, their run-production based on their hits has been good: and there is a definite need of a good relief pitcher.

In the 13 games played, Rochester has made 118 hits on the big league. A running total for about every two hits. This percentage is poor, but the fact is the boys have averaged two extra-base hits with one sacrifice per game or so to two. That sort of hitting will not do as well this year.

REGARDING the lack of a relief hurler, the Wings have already had three that might have been worse and one that might have been worse. Two others have been able to stop the enemy for a few rounds but in the battle. A Jumpy Body, or Harry Paget, or Earl Litteljohn. Few of this

JOHNNY BICHTOCK, NEW WING INFIELDER

situation lies in the fact that the opposition of the Wings have made many runs as two hits and two walks. The most common feature of Syracuse, Baltimore, Jersey City and Newark counted 23 runs on 22 hits. A hobby of giving base on balls during relief jobs (one other) 1 of the cardinal principles of relief hurling is to get the ball on the place.

HOWEVER, as Skipper Southworth puts it, the first road trip was a large though, unusually experimental period. He has a sound idea of what certain youngsters can and cannot do. With more practice imparting personally, and not Almada, the spotty things are backing up.

During the series against a Red Wing contract, and has been proved or 12 times, the young man has shown no sign of the big league marks on his arm. The new acquisition purchased from Stenslie a week ago, applied for the free agency to the base- ball commissioner. After reviewing the case, the Judge ordered Remorenko to request new owners, and the judges have 72 hours to give him a reason before he is granted their wish, pitting the way for his exit to Rochester.

The other developments of a cheering nature are the work of Piers Campbell at short and Lincoln Mabey to the central infield. Section doubts were entertained as to Campbell's steadiness in the field, but as far as the plays, he has been rock-cleft if not brilliant. Remorenko never gave him the left field, and Mabey, completely at bat, and if he is worse than a bad job, he will not be worse than a bad job.

The catching job will be handled by the Trenton and Jersey City, not this year. He hopes the bat at the end and goes from this book.

POPGUN has been good and bad. Raylene, Raylee and Gertie have been fine, and Broox and McClaughlin have shown flashes of arbitrary form. However, if they earned good starter and a capable finisher must be worked out. The good pitching staff. Popgun! You might be one of the answers.

OPENING DAY JUMPS! Of modern home opening games, Rochester has won 31 and lost 1. . . . The Wings three relievers must open with a 18-5 decision over Baltimore in 1940, and worst almost a 18-5 loss by corner City last year. The Wings have won 31 in one trip to the western city.

The Chiefs, here today, have signed Ed Southworth at outright assuming Harry August's contract. The Vikings, Johnson, Chief's outfielder, but undoubtedly first team for Detroit in his first year. . . . Traces of carefree treatment of the ball have been seen in two out of the afternoon field.

F. E. Humphreys has finished the biggest opening day crowd for the northern half of the city, and now has to defend his game with Newark, and the first of seven day series. . . . Add Harald Staiger: The Syracuse Style once drew 300 to an opener as the preceding rallies Aughans, the radio shows. The party is better than anything in the past five weeks. . . . Add changes to both flanks for the Wings have two games, and the Remedie's have capped both, giving one run in 18 innings. . . . Don't say we didn't warn you.
Gornicki Gets Mound Call For 'Opener'; Almeda Due In Wing Camp Tomorrow

Crowd of 12,000 Expected at Inaugural

The announcement was made today that Role L. Gornicki will be the opening day pitcher and Almeda Smith will be the batting champion for the Rochester Wings, A. B. Blanton, owner of the baseball club, announced that they had made the decision to enter the base ball league here this season.

The Rochester Times-Union

Few, But Definite

The inaugural game is expected to draw a capacity crowd of 12,000 spectators.

The Rochester Times-Union
Hey, Hollywood, Take a Peek!... Aw, Don’t Run, Kiddies... It’s Red Wings’ Crespi

Frankly, that’s Frank Crespi, upper left, under favorite “porkpie” chapeau. Center: Um-m-m, some muscle, eh! Frank says “Esta da spagot to getta da biga muscle.”

Upper right: You name it! Feller who writes cut lines for the sports desk just left for an unknown destination—and in a hurry! Lower left: There’s where Wing shortstop generates all that power at plate. His wrists are very strong. He’ll admit it. Above: Crespi’s stance at plate—on diamond. Incidentally, Wing teammates have tagged him “El Goody”. 
Crespi, Fallon Answer 'Get Two!' Bid - - - Buster Firing

Whew! Are they fast!!! It's that clever double play left, said George Fallon, second baseman. Two rookies combination of Frank Crespi, Red Wing shortstop, at left, shown throwing in twin killing at drill yesterday.

Here is Buster Adams, Wing centerfield, ready to take his "cuts." Picture was stopped during graces of the Hudson yesterday. Adams, bidding for regular job, has been ordered to take extra batting drill because of long lay off during recent illness. Teammates watch behind bat cage.

New Faces and Old... Wings Home to Roost

Red Wings are at home and will be "at home" at Norton Street stadium. It was "hello daddy" for this trio, Emil Crabtree and Mike Ryba and Gus Carol and Billy Southworth and Buzz.

The Red Wings ladies were part of the welcoming committee for day. From left, Mrs. Southworth, Mrs. Gus Carol and Mrs. Crabtree.

After an hour today went, from left, Mrs. Ryba, Mrs. Buster Adams and Mrs. Don Clay, the last two newcomers.

This pair got their first glimpse of their new "home" today, Don Clay, left, and Maggie McPherson, new girl from California.

George Fallon, left, and Frank Crespi from the keyrope combination which won the prize of the first managing on the road.

Standings

INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE

Team

R. City

S

B. City

S

#

Indians

4

8

5

Red Sox

3

7

4

Cubs

2

6

3

White Sox

1

5

2

Boston

0

Manager or not at the stadium, Estel Crabtree is just one of the help at home. Here he wipes up a dish or two for Mrs. Crabtree before heading for the Norton Street ball yard.

"Oh, there you are daddy in The Times-Union," says Diane, 5-year-old daughter of Estel Crabtree, newly appointed manager of the Rochester Red Wings. Crabby takes over reins tonight.
You're Tardy, Mr. Fallon . . . Blair Tags Wings' Runner

FLASH FALLON WAS TOO AMBITIOUS. Parked on first base in the fifth inning yesterday, he tried to advance all the way to third on "Creepy'' Crespi's single to right but Tommy Holmes' throw was faster than the Red Wings' fleet second baseman. The Democrat and Chronicle telephoto lens, from the Stadium roof, caught Fallon as he slid into third in an effort to beat the ball, but Buddy Blair of the Newark Bears was waiting with the pellet in his glove and erased the Wing infielder, who made a vain effort to avoid the tag by hooking the bag. Ump calling the play is Milt Schroeder. Rochester gained the lead shortly thereafter, but was carried into extra innings by Bruins. Davis' homer, Ryba's single decided tilt in 10th.

Bill Seinsoth Sold by Wings

SALE of Bernie Cobb, first baseman who had been shipped to New Orleans, to Springfield of the Eastern League, and of lefthanded pitcher Bill Seinsoth to Columbus, Ohio, of the Sally League, was announced yesterday by the Rochester Red Wing Baseball Club.

Seinsoth, a husky southpaw, has been with the Wings since the opening of spring training.

Hank Wins 4th . . . With Help

Hank Gornicki, Wing righthander, notched his 4th victory of season yesterday, beating Montreal, 5-3, but veteran John Berly helped him through last inning with fine relief performance when the tying run was on second base.
Adams' Spring Training Helps Red Wings Win

Eivin (Buster) Adams, minus spring training through illness, is getting it in league games now, and the Red Wings are profiting by it, as Buster appears to have found his batting eye.

Will Rochester Get Him?

Will Rochester Get Him?

Almada Waits Ruling on Wings Status

Melo Almada, Mexican outfielder purchased by the Rochester Red Wings from the Brooklyn Dodgers last week is in Rochester today, awaiting the expiration of the 72-hour waiver period which is to determine his future.

Almada balked at signing a Rochester contract, applying to Judge Kenesaw M. Landis for his free agency. He resented being shipped out of the majors where he has played the last four years. Judge Landis investigated his claim and ordered the Brooklyn Dodgers to ask for new waivers. If no major league club claims Almada by the deadline tomorrow afternoon, he has been ordered to sign with the Red Wings.

Early today Oliver French, Red Wing president, and Almada were requested to report to Judge Landis' office tomorrow morning for a hearing, but several hours later another call from the commissioner's office cancelled the appointment.

Almada said today that he had nothing against French or the Red Wings; that he was merely trying to remain in the majors, and if unable to do so, would be glad to play here.
Wings Trounce Chiefs, 12 to 1, in Opener
As 10,000 Watch Gornicki Win His Third

A crowd of 10,016 (above) saw the opening game of the International League season in Rochester yesterday, as the Red Wings beat the Syracuse Chiefs, 12 to 1. Scheffing (below), Wing's catcher, is shown scoring in the second.

Bergamo Sparks Hit Parade at Stadium Home Debut

There's no place like home, the Red Wings agree.

Making their 1940 debut in Red Wing Stadium before 10,016 fans who braved a cold wind and occasional light showers, Rochester's International Leaguers outscored the Syracuse Chiefs, 12 to 1, yesterday afternoon.

Henry (Hank) Gornicki, lean, righthanded pitcher, allowed the Syracuseans only three hits, all doubles, and blanked them in eight of the nine innings. It was his third victory this season against one defeat.

After taking a one-run lead in the opening half of the second inning, Syracuse never threatened. The Wings returned in the same frame to register four scores on three hits and two errors.

Rochester toasted the offerings of Cy Hilton for two more runs in the fourth. He retired at the close of the sixth. Jack Hinckle hurling the remaining two innings, Hinckle yielded four hits and six runs.

Sparkling the attack of the winners was Augie Bergamo, rookie outfielder, who accounted for three hits and one run. Gornicki tallied three times and notched one hit.

The game was marked by the usual pre-game flag raising ceremony. Mayor Roland R. Marvin of Syracuse pitched the first ball to Mayor Samuel R. Dicker.

Rack up No. 8 for Charlie

Charlie Brumbele, the smiling Georgian, yesterday scored his eighth victory of the International League season by blanking the Jersey City Giants, 1 to 0.

"Creepy" Crepi smashed an infield hit to deep short in 8th inning last night, crossing first safely as Mulvey hurled throw to Scarsella, who leaped high to prevent error.

Other stories on Sports Pages.
The season is only a month old, but the fans are already comparing the Rochester infield of, from left, Kurowski, Crespi, Fallon and Davis to the Rochester combination of 1929, Joe Brown, Haines Sand, George Toporcer and Rip Collins. The Wings have made 33 double plays to date. The '29 aggregation completed 225 in 168 games for a major and minor record.

Here's How! - - - Crespi-to-Fallon Gives Private Showing

Frank Crespi, left foreground, and George Fallon, Wings' prime double play combination, show how Keystone specialty is performed. Watching, from left, are Oliver French, Billy Southworth, Jim Martins, Ira Thomas, W. Dewey Orittenden and Carl Hallauer. Red Wings were guests at Rochester Club's annual dinner last night. Thomas was speaker.
COUNCIL of WAR: Double Play Record Objective

The season is only a month old, but the fans are already comparing the Rochester infield of, from left, Kurowski, Crespi, Fallon double plays to date. The '29 aggregation completed 225 in 168 games for a major and minor record.

Here's How! - - - Crespi-to-Fallon Gives Private Showing

We Know You, Fireman John! .... His Specialty: Extinguishing 'Blazes' for Wings

When one of Pitcher Herschel Lyons' tosses got away from Catcher Floyd Beal in first inning of yesterday's opening game with the Newark Bears, Mike Chartak charged in from third base and slid safely under Beal's toe to Lyons covering the second run of inning. Chartak was safe at plate before Lyons could tag him as Empire Mill Schneider turned gained down signaling runner was safe. Lyons settled down thereafter, holding Johnny Haga's club in check until ninth when Mike Kline relieved to ensure 8-6 Wing victory.

Our Fireman meets another, as upper left. Fire Chief George H. Fletcher paces along a few tips to 'Fireman John.' Betty, star relief pitcher of Red Wings. Center, upper right: Betty in action. Below: We wouldn't be surprised if Betty owned the house!
May we introduce James (Rip) Collins Jr., son of the former major league star now in the Pacific Coast League. Above: East High School first sacker, who blasted 3 homers against Lyons in Sectional duel Wednesday, holds photo of his father and says: "Pop gave me quite a few tips." Right: Stretching is essential for first basemen and Rip Jr. gives demonstration of his leap. He'll play against Corning Northside nine today.

Both on Time! Oriental Runner Safe at Home - - - - So's Lyons Diamonnder at 3d Base

Upper left: Walt Roy of East High is shown arriving ahead of ball in slide at home plate. Catcher is Montemerano, of Lyons. Action occurred in second inning of East-Lyons baseball game at Franklin Field yesterday. East won, 18-1.

To the Victor Belongs the Spoils . . . and the Cheers, Sir

Hoo-o-r-ray! East High School team wins the City Baseball League crown and the Occidental squad shows photographer how happy it is. East won the title yesterday by topping Jefferson High School in a playoff contest by a 3-0 score.

Stainback Out on Brilliant Stop by Kurowski

TUCK Stainback, Montreal centerfielder, was robbed of a base hit in the eighth inning at the Stadium last night when George Kurowski made a spectacular stop of his hard smash along the third base line. Although he had to throw from a deep position Kurowski got the ball to Harry Davis in time to nip Stainback by a step. Note Davis stretching to take throw from Kurowski.

Pat Mullin, left, fastest Buffalo player in years, shown catching fly ball. Right, Hal Epps, Rochester, one of the game’s fastest outfielders. They meet in 55-yard race as feature of Legion Night bill at Red Wing Stadium tonight.
Ex-Wings Have Ups, Downs in Majors

Two former Rochester Red Wings figure in the sports news almost daily. One is Paul DeRinger, left, who is having trouble reaching his '39 form, winning three and losing four. But Johnny Mix, never a spring biter, is off to a great start with 12 homers.

Chalk Up No. 6, Please - - For Charley, Mike

Charley Brumbelow, left, went the route in the 1st duel for the Wings at Jersey City yesterday, winning 6-3 and notching sixth mound victory of season. Mike Ryba tallied No. 6 in the nightcap, halting the Little Giants, 5 to 2, in a 10-inning engagement.

Illness Forces Crabtree To Resign as Wing Pilot

Ryba to Head Team Until Successor Is Named

ESTEL CRABTREE, 67, on his own initiative and insistence, last night asked to be relieved of his duties as manager of the Rochester Red Wings.

Because of the illness of the veteran outfielder, named pilot of the league-leading Wings less than three weeks ago, Oliver Freach, proxy of the club, accepted the resignation.

Coach Mike Ryba will continue in charge of the club until French and officials of the St. Louis Cardinals make a definite decision regarding Crabtree's managerial successor.

Appreled yesterday morning of the necessity of an operation entailing removal of the diseased kidney which has kept him in bed for a week, Crabtree asked to be relieved of the responsibility of handling the pennant contender, Dr. Hiram Schumacher, club physician, and Dr. Hiram Hochkiss, consultant in the case, had set five weeks as a minimum before which he might rejoin the Wings — and then only in a managerial instead of a player capacity.

"If I can't play, I don't want to manage," Crabtree explained, "and I think with the worry of the club off my mind, I'll recuperate more rapidly."

Crabtree issued a formal statement explaining his position. He said:

"I do not feel that in my present physical condition I can be of any service to the Rochester Baseball Club, nor to the players on the club, and for that reason I have requested Mr. French to relieve me of the managerial duties."

"I regret that it is necessary to make this decision, and I hope the fans of Rochester will understand. Right now the thing uppermost in my mind is to regain my health. After I do that, I'll then give consideration to my baseball career.

"My heart will be with the Red Wings and I wish I were able to help them win the International League pennant this season. They are a fighting club and I know they will continue to hustle."

Crabby was ostensibly upset, but appreciated Crabtree's position.

"It's a big blow, of course. There's nobody in baseball I think more of personally than Crabby; nobody I'd rather see make a success of a managerial undertaking. But his health comes first."

"However, I do want to emphasize that he is not out of baseball or out of our organization. There'll be a place waiting for him next year when he has regained his health."

"As far as the club is concerned, we'll go along with Mike Ryba until we reach some definite decision about Crabby's successor."

After a bad weekend, Crabby rallied yesterday. Late in the afternoon he had had 24 hours of good rest and was not in pain for the first time in several days. Necessity for the operation was announced by the surgeons after a final consultation yesterday evening.

Crabby's Condition Said 'Good' After Operation

ESTEL CRABTREE, veteran Red Wing outfielder, who resigned as manager this week, was operated upon at Genesee Hospital this morning for the removal of his right kidney.

Dr. Hiram Hochkiss performed the operation. Hospital attendants announced that Crabtree had come through the operation in good shape and his condition was described as "good."
Nailed by ‘The Flying Dutchman’ ... Mueller Tags Suhr in Nightcap 2nd

ONE of most spectacular defensive maneuvers of yesterday's second game, replete with sparkling plays, was Mueller's tag-out of Gus Suhr at home plate as Montreal's first baseman attempted to score on Ross' single to left. Augie Bergamo's throw was long enough but to right of plate, Mueller diving to tag runner. Ump is Schroeder.

‘Now When I Was a Youngster Like You . . .’

Hank Gowdy, seated, old only in point of baseball service, regaled Ad Club members with his stories yesterday. Here he chimes with Red Wing players, guests at the club's annual luncheon for the team. From left are Acting Manager Mike Byha, Pitcher Hersch Lyons and Outfielder Lino Maloney, friends of ex-Wing catcher, now Cincy coach.

Bottle of Milk—Then a Home Run

The June Dairy Month Campaign came to an appropriate end just a short time after this picture was taken. Members of the Rochester Milk Dealers’ Association distributed hundreds of bottles of milk to members of the Knuckle Gang during the Rochester-Syracuse doubleheader at Red Wing Stadium. Here, from left, are Billy Ryan, Joe Dunbeck and Third Baseman George Kurowski. After finishing his bottle, “Whitey” went to bat and hit a home run.
Quiet Mrs. Crabtree Stays at Manager’s Side

Ups and Downs of Baseball Life Can’t Shake Her Deep-Seated Love of Sport

By Rosemary Hallenbeck

TOUGH KEEPER, being a ball player’s wife, says Mae Crabtree—and follows that statement right up with a fervent prayer for lots more of that life, with Crabby in top form.

SPENDING long, quiet days at her husband’s hospital bedside has given the attractive, dark-haired Ohio girl plenty of time to think back over the past swift-moving years, from the day when a slim, quiet delivery boy with a penchant for batting a ball dumped a load of groceries on her kitchen table ... to her wedding day eight years ago ... to wild excitement over his appointment as the Red Wings’ manager—and close on its heels, her tragic illness and resignation ... “Superwoman” is my mind now is getting Crabby set for this necessary operation and his convalescence. Then, we both want to plunge back into the only business in the world for us—baseball,” says Mae, who swears

Family group—daughter Diane, Estel Crabtree, and wife Mae. Mrs. Crabtree keeps close vigil three days over ill husband.

“The Old Schedule,” in the softest of Southern accents, Crabtree (and 5-year-old daughter, Diane) will get back to wouldn’t please most housewives. Living for several months in four or five towns, having dinner (mostly vegetables, no dessert, lots of coffee) at 2:30 p.m., fixing supper around midnight—maybe ordinary mortals wouldn’t go for it, but Mae does.

“Just give me a good seat between first and home with the girls” (other players’ wives) “and boy, oh boy, is it worth it!”

The players’ wives kid each other a lot. It seems—mostly along the line of, “Well, I guess he had his wheeze this morning” when Crabby.lame one out of the park.

CALm, SWEET—TEMPERED Mae is making no bones of the seriousness of her hero’s sickness, but she is not pessimistic nor complaining: “Why Crabby can brush up on his excellent bridge game, we’ll have time to get better acquainted with people who’ve been so swell to us here, and then watch us jet back in there and—well, last!”
Talking Pitcher

CHARLEY'S A LOQUACIOUS LAD - A LITTLE ON THE "OZZY DEAN" SIDE - BUT HE REALLY HAS THE "STUFF" TO BACK UP HIS GARRULOUSNESS.

"CHARLEY" BRUMBELOE

BORN IN AUGUSTA, GEORGIA APRIL 24, 1875 - WITH MEMORIAL DAY'S WIN, HIS RECORD READS -- WON 4, LOST 1 (AND THAT A TWO-HITTER)

On Mark for Stadium Race Tonight

Generally regarded the fastest runners in the league, Pat Muller of Buffalo, left, and Hal Eggs of the Red Wings will race tonight in a pre-game feature of Legion Night at the Norton Stadium.

Grab No. 10

HANK GORNICKI

DAVIS HELPS

ROCHESTER

Kurzweil, 3B
Bergan, cf
Epps, if
Blakely, sh
Rachunok, 1B
Ross, rf
Staller, 2B
Stainback, ss
Lamaster, p
Herring, p
Totals

MONTREAL

Stahlhank, of
Ripple, if
Boo, lb
Suhr, lb
Bergano, sh
Davis, lb
Blakely, Bergano, 2B
Shackle, Ripple, home run, Davis, sixth base, Shackle;
Lyons 2, Bergano, double plays;
Bergano to Bell, Bell to Bell on fly, Davis (unassisted);
Hits: Davis, Suhr, Bergano 2, Polyester, off Lyon, 1, Batters 4, Outs 3, Runs 2.
Hitting: Davis, 1, Hitting 1, Batters 1, Outs 1, Runs 1, Time 2:12.
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Hitting: Davis, 1, Hitting 1, Batters 1, Outs 1, Runs 1, Time 2:12.
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Suhr, lb
Bergano, sh
Davis, lb
Blakely, Bergano, 2B
Shackle, Ripple, home run, Davis, sixth base, Shackle;
Lyons 2, Bergano, double plays;
Bergano to Bell, Bell to Bell on fly, Davis (unassisted);
Hits: Davis, Suhr, Bergano 2, Polyester, off Lyon, 1, Batters 4, Outs 3, Runs 2.
Hitting: Davis, 1, Hitting 1, Batters 1, Outs 1, Runs 1, Time 2:12.
Supplants Blades as St. Louis Boss; Crabby, Stadium Idol, To Take Over Wings

By ELLIOT CUSHING

**Democratic & Chronicle Sport Editor**

Billy Southworth will be named manager of the St. Louis Cardinals and Bob Crabby will take over the managerial duties of the Red Wings. The Democrat and Chronicle learned last night.

Announcement that Southworth has been chosen to succeed Blades as manager of the St. Louis Cardinals will be made today. Southworth is expected to leave New York today either tonight or tomorrow as he holds the key position of baseball operations over the team.

Decision to shift Southworth to the parent Cards and leave the high flying Wings in the care of the veteran Crabby, was the most popular player in every way in a Red Wing uniform, was decided by Branch Rickey, chief of the vast St. Louis baseball organization, after he had secretly consulted outside experts to determine if such a change could be made without upsetting the Wings' standing with the Rochester baseball public.

Rickey believes that the experienced Crabby, a veteran of seven years, will arrive with the Wings and be in the groove when Oliver, French, and Wing players, arrived in Rochester yesterday morning.

French, however, stated that he had been under the orders of Rickey when consulted by long distance for the Wings last night.

"Because I'm in New York it's taken for granted by some misguided folks that I'm here to confer with Billy on this rumored move. Actually, I'm expected to confer on the same matters with Mr. Southworth, a fellow scout. This is a considerable bit of gossip, a bit of why don't they stop sprouting rumors?

"I have no idea as to what I read in the papers last night. I can assure you that there has been no collective bargaining on this subject.

"If a manager is appointed he will be named soon as Southworth comes to terms. It was believed that I would remain in New York to confer with Southworth and Crabby. If this is the case, Crabby will finish the season as a Cardinal scout.

**Homer's Point**

Rickey made public his plans last night that he expected Southworth to leave New York to confer with leaders of the Wings within the next two days. Southworth will leave New York at the earliest possible moment to confer with the Wings which is expected to be in the New York area.

**Hitting League**

This season Southworth took over a team which for the most part was a new one with the names of several experienced and proven pitchers from the old Wings. He has been successful by emphasizing good teamwork and on base hitting with his line up at the plate.

**Win String Still Growing**

Miss Kyba turned in his 22nd victory of the year yesterday as he held the Reds to four hits for a 9-0 triumph. He is the first pitcher to win 22 games this year. His record has improved to 22-6 and his ERA is down to 1.44. He now has 179 strikeouts and 66 walks for the season.
Supplants Blades as St. Bliss; Crabby, Stadiums
To Take Over Win

By ELLIOT CUSHING

Democrat & Chronicle Sports Editor

Billy Southworth will be named manager of the Cardinals and will succeed Blades as St. Bliss, the Cardinals and Cincinnati manager. Southworth, a veteran of major league experience, was called to the position by Mr. Breadon, president of the St. Louis National League Club. Southworth has been in the Cardinals and Cincinnati for many years and is well known to the fans.

The gang has a get-together at Billy Southworth's new apartment in St. Bliss and waiting pilots of Red Wings, including Billy Southworth, stop here to confer. Southworth is a member of the Cardinals and Cincinnati and has been active in the league for many years.

Win String Still Growing

BILLY SOUTHWORTH

Tickled at chance to handle club, new Red Wing manager Billy Southworth greets his new team and all of the press at the meeting. Southworth is a member of the Cardinals and Cincinnati and has been active in the league for many years. The meeting was well attended and the players were happy to see the old friends.
Milnar Holds Yanks To 2 Hits, Wins 3-0

New York—Yankees’ best efforts yesterday were not enough to defeat the Cleveland Indians, who scored a 3-0 victory over the New York Giants at the Polo Grounds. Scores: New York, 0; Cleveland, 3. The game was played in front of 31,258 spectators.

Keller, Mills Get Only Blows Off Tribe Hurler

New York—A pair of singles—one by Charley Keller and one by Buster Miller—were all the hits the world champions could put off Al Milnar of the Cleveland Indians yesterday as the Tribe won, 5-2.

Marius Russo, who outpitched Milnar earlier in the season for the Indians’ only defeat, suffered his first setback of the year, giving up five hits in eight innings. Johnny Murphy, who pitched the ninth, was tagged for two more blows, one of them a Homer by Roy Neill. Cleveland scored its other two runs in the fifth and seventh, adding two solid blows for a run in each frame.

Olsen Pitches, Slugs Cubs to Win Over Bees

Chicago—Vera Olsen mimicked eight Boston hits and doubled in the game-turning run yesterday. Her 10th hit of the season was a sixth-inning double which scored the tying run and beat the Boston Bees, 3-2. Olsen’s only score was the game-winner.

Best of Luck, Billy’… ‘Same to You, Crabby, Old Fellow’

Billy Southworth, second from right, new manager for the St. Louis Cardinals and retiring boss of the Red Wings, gets congratulations from Ketel Crabtree, left, who takes over as Rochester club. Others in photo snapped yesterday before night contest at Newark, are, left to right, Bob Scheffing, Wing catcher; Mike Ryba and Harry Davis, AP Wirephoto.
Southworth to Make Final Appearance
As Red Wings’ Pilot at Stadium Today

Billy Takes Over Cardinal Post Tomorrow

Schedule of Wing Games This Week

Today — Syracuse (2 games, first at 2 p.m.).
Tuesday — Baltimore (4:45 p.m.).
Wednesday — St. Louis Cardinals (exhibition game, 8:45 p.m.).
Thursday — Jersey City (2 games, first at 8:30 p.m.).
Saturday — Jersey City (2 p.m.).
All games at Norton Street Stadium ...

By PAUL PINOKNE

He’s converted wild-flinging pitchers — pitchers who couldn’t find the plate with a compass — into steady, winning performers ...

He’s spent hours with basemen and fielders who have dropped into slumps and restored their confidence with practice and kind words ...

He’s been a constructive influence in the life of every youngster who came under his tutelage here ...

Here the idol of Wingville — William (Billy The Kid) Southworth ...

Today Father Rochester loses one of his most beloved citizens, Crabtree Ready to Assume Duties Tuesday

placed by George Toporcer, a Rochesterian now directing Albany in the Eastern League — Billy led the Wings into second place and also won the International playoffs, losing in the Junior World Series after seven games with the Louisville Colonels ...

Prior to that time Southworth won league pennants for Rochester in 1929, ’30, ’31 ...

Following the twin bill this afternoon, Southworth, accompanied by his wife and daughter, Carol, will entrain for his home in Columbus, Ohio. Tomorrow he plans to fly from Columbus to St. Louis where he will make his managerial debut with the Red Birds against the Boston Bees ...

Billy gets to Rochester to face his “old gang” on Thursday night when the parent Cards and the Wings tangle in an exhibition under the Stadium area beginning at 8:45 p.m.

These are big tasks confronting Southworth and Crabtree. Billy, succeeding Ray Blade, a former Wing pilot, moves in as head of a club which is now in second division in the National League; Crabby, making his debut as playing-manager of the Rochesterians on the same night with Baltimore as the opening rival in the Wild West of the international loop leaders ...

Rochester fans will see the old heroes of yesterday — Billy and Crabby!
Above: Principals in demonstration of Rochester fans’ affection for old, new Red Wing managers prior to last night’s exhibition game were, from left, Billy Southworth, St. Louis Cardinal boss; W. Dewey Crittenden, Wings’ Estel Crabtree and Judge William F. Love. Love presented traveling bags on fans’ behalf. Below, from left, Johnny Mize, Marty Marion, Bob Bowman, Southworth “Pepper” Martin and Johnny Hopp, Rochester “alumni,” pose for picture in flashy Cardinal road uniforms. Jimmy Brown, another graduate, is in St. Louis, did not make trip.

Lodigiani, Toronto second baseman, slid safely into key stone in second game fifth inning yesterday as George Fallon waited vainly for ball. “Creepy” Creepi having booted Mickey DeJonghe’s rap to short. “Lody” went to third on subsequent double play, scored final Leaf run as McLaughlin doubled to right. Wings won doubleheader.

'Good Luck in Your Travels'... Ah, the Wing ‘Alumni’
Yes, Sir, Crabtree’s in Picture(s) . . . As Player, Manager

HERE'S Estel Crabtree, playing pilot of Wings, sliding safely into third base in 3rd inning of last night’s tilt with Orioles. He singled, went to 3d on Kurowski’s double. Covering is Bill Nagel. Below: Crabtree, making bow as the Wing manager, receives gift from, left to right, Fred Sambati, Ron and Jim Melville, Bill Cousins, Marjorie Marran, Mary Mulvey, Nancy Yogg, Scooter Davis, front.
Yes, Sir, Crabtree’s in Picture(s) . . . As Player, Manager

**HERES** East Crabtree, playing pluck of Wings, sliding safely into third base in 9th inning of last night’s tilt with Orioles. He singled, went to 2d on Kowalski’s double. Growing is Bill Knagel; below Crabtree, making bow is the Wing manager, receiving gift from, left to right, Fred Spilman, Ron and Jim McVille, Bill Creans, Mary Jane, Mary Malvey, Nancy Yagg, Seconer Davis, front.

**‘Howdy, Boys! I’m Glad to Be Back’ . . . Tying Rally in Making as Bergamo Scores**

*Left* Tony Kaufmann, left, now a starter in outfield, swings into base, to hit two-run single, in last play to center. Run was first of pair scored in inning as Wings tied count, winning in next frame by Kowalski’s single. Rush ran on base. Bergano scores reception from President Oliver Ford. Right: Wing pilot called tonight, sunshine to mention, 2-run single, 1st inning to base. Bergano scores reception from President Oliver Ford. Right: Wing pilot called tonight, sunshine to mention, 2-run single, 1st inning to base. Bergano scores reception from President Oliver Ford.

**A Run? . . . Almost, but Double Steal Missed**

Desperate for a run, Red Wings attempted double steal in 6th inning as Kowalski’s hit to center. Bergano, shown sliding across plate, Delores deliverer calls play. Second, then scored ball to Catcher Tom Pad-

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County - Historic Scrapbooks Collection
Hal Epps, left, Red Wing outfield speedster, lost a 60-yard match race for sprint honors to Bisons’ Pat Mullin in Legion Night feature last night by two steps. Epps previously had beaten Mullin in race in Texas League. Epps lost, but Wings won, 3-2.

Li’l Augie Bergamo Arrives Too Late Once . . . . . . . . but Not a Second Time

Above: Fast as he is, Augie Bergamo was nipped at plate in seventh inning. Following is Toronto shortstop Chapman made brilliant pickup of Epps’ infield hit, throwing to Catcher Gray to retire runner by yard. Bat boy, left, and Line Blakely watch. Right: Umpire Solodare looks on as Kurowiski, Davis greet Augie after his third-inning homer.
Harry's Hittin'-Wings Are Winnin'

Harry Davis is well out of the slump that held him in a vise-like grip for two weeks. In the last four games, Harry has made eight hits. His batting won yesterday's games.
Mike Ryba, veteran Red Wing righthander, registered his 19th victory of International League season last night by handing Baltimore Orioles six-hit shutout defeat, 2-0.

Sorry, ‘Creepy,’ You’re a Step Late —— Levy Has the Ball

Mike Ryba, veteran Red Wing righthander, registered his 19th victory of International League season last night by handing Baltimore Orioles six-hit shutout defeat, 2-0.

Nino, ‘Creepy’ Crespi didn’t make it. Newark’s Ed Levy (20) dug throw from Third Baseman Majeski out of dirt in seventh inning in time to retire Wings’ shortstop who rapped sharp grounder back of third. But Wings won, 2-0.

Benny Elwin (Preacher) Roe, above, fashioned glittering 3-hit pitching performance last night to stop Syracuse Chiefs, 12-1. Frank (Creepy) Crespi, right, contributed triple and single, sparked 14-blow attack as Red Wings took nightcap of twin bill, ended 3-game losing skein.
Kaufmann, Wing Boss, Plans to Play Southworth's Type of Ball as Both Learned Under McGraw

By AL C. WEBER
Anthony Charles Kaufmann, looking not a day older, sense of humor un-dimmed by a two-and-a-half year stretch in what we like to refer to as the bushes—just as the majors consider us — woke up in Rochester this morning as manager of the league leading Red Wings.

To say that the 36-year-old pitching veteran of the majors and minors was pleased with his newest assignment is the same of understatement. Tony, and his attractive wife, Frances, booked out their hotel windows and couldn't see the draft sides.

They were bright and cheery. For Tony and the Mrs., were hark for the city they'd learned to like so well, and Anthony (Tony) was in the driver's seat.

"I see the Red Wings are on top by 5½ games so what do they want of me?" was one of Tony's first comments.

"I was terribly sorry to hear about Crabtree's misfortune, and would gladly give this job back to him if he was well enough to take it. Crabby is one of our best friends in baseball. The last year I was with the Wings we coached together, and he was bothered with his kidney then. Some night he'd never sleep a wink from the pain especially after a night game in damp weather. But he'd never say a word. I'd often ask him what was hurting him, and he'd merely say 'I must be getting old.'"

"MY PLANS? I have none. I see no point in meddling around with a team that's going as good as the Red Wings. I just give 'em the green light and let 'em go. If we start to lose, that's something else."

"But last season, Mr. McGraw, our old friend, was busy with your boys. Bergano, Crespi, Krouskis and the Tatas worked, and McGraw was happy. Bob Schefling caught a few at Denbier and broke his thumb on opening day. I saw some styling last night, and always thought he was a clench for the majors. I never met Barnie Davis, but heard a lot about his ability from others and the record book. John Berts? John and I were members of the old guard with Southworth in the campaign of '28. Remember? Lord, is that 12 years ago?"
A ‘Ballplayer’s Ballplayer’ . . . That’s How They Identify Harry Davis

Upper left: First Baseman Harry Davis of Wings is shown giving a few tips to son, Scooter. And Scooter is a good student, as fans will attest. Upper center: “Quite a handful! Davis holds seven ‘apples’ in his left hand. Upper right: Just another ‘plug’ for Rochester first sacker. Center: Here’s the stretch which has saved many ball games. Below: This is familiar stance at plate. Southpaw stands deep in the box.
Dusty, Isn’t It? . . . . Fence Busting, Toronto vs. Rochester Variety

Safe by a mile! Whitey Kurowski slides home safely in first-game 8th after Davis’ single to right. Catcher is Walt Klimczak, umpire is Tiny Parker. Watching play is Hal Epps (2). Wings won easily, 9-1, took nightcap by 4-2. Insets: Above, condition of barrier along left field line was “poor” after Duke footballer Eric Tipton’s literal fence busting in eighth; below, mates congratulate Harry Davis after his 11th homer.

Royals Were Troublesome . . . But Skeeters Were Worse

Montreal maltreated our Wings last night but players and customers suffered more from mosquitoes, abundant at Stadium this year. Left, Buster Adams sprays Mike Ryba, Gene Lillard with citronella before batting practice. Right, Comedian Al Schacht thoughtfully prepares to “swat” skeeter on cranium of his assistant, Fred Farr.
Mr. Chartak Dents Plate . . . Following Two Wing Miscues

INTERVIEWED: Tony Schefeling, Wing catcher, awaits arrival of the "much-kicked" ball, Mike Chartak, Newark, crosses plate in third inning of first game. Looking on are Majeski, Bears, and Umpire Headline. Chartak went all the way from first on wild throws by Frank Crespi. Harry Davis last night. Sacks were loaded when Schefeling hit to Crespi, his throw going into right field and Davis' return as far as screen.

New Boss

Cazen Gets Good Luck Wishes from New Boss

Half-Minute Interview

QUESTION: What do you think of the Red Wings' chances of winning the International League playoffs which open here tonight?

INTERVIEWED: Harry (Scooter) Davis, club manager and son of Harry Davis, first baseman, and Mrs. Davis. Held "Scooter." What, I reckon our chances are good. I think we'll lick the tar out of Baltimore. These Octodes weren't too tough for me during the regular season. Newark is tougher. I don't know whether we can beat them, but I think we win tonight. Tony Kaufmann has the best pitching in the league—we won the pennant with good throwers, didn't we—and the rest of his gang and mine are anxious to get a lot of wins and get in the Little World Series. See you out at the Stadium tonight. '

Cazen, a All-Star in last year's World Series, wishes new outfelder, Wally Cazen, luck before latter's debut with the Red Wings last night. Cazen's brilliant throw to plats in second game cut off Baltimore scoring threat, was turning point in win.
TONY KAUFMANN

Oh, Momma

Pennant Is

Really Ours

Friday the 13th Turns Joyous Night For Champs

BUFFALO—What a nine, Oh momma, what a nine. You couldn’t hold Cunha out of the Pennant any more than you could stop Tony’s Red Wing last night, and his chant.

“What a nine,” boomed up out of the passage way and into the sunbaked dome as he led the shouting troop of 1940 champions from O’Connor Stadium field after last night’s flag-clenching triumph.

Ray scaled his favorite milt into a corner (something he never does) and grabbed a bat. He started a latte on a locker and in an instant the big cement room sounded like a better factory as the others, nestled in, joined in the mad hammering.

Oh, momma, what a blanketly, blanketly, blanketly blank nine. It was repeated over and over again as those hilarious white shirt travelers started an impromptu celebration. Charlie Brumholec was in one corner hugging Hank Gornicki whose eight-hit batting kept the triumphant Bhosse quiescent all night. Usually importunate Mike Ryin was belting at the top of his lungs. And elated Bob Schilling forgot all about dignity to stop Muster repeatedly on the back.

Then Tony came in—and was mobbed. More people were crowding into the little room which only moments before had been absolutely empty and they joined in the huddle around Tony.

The skipper couldn’t say much; he was too happy to talk at the fashion in which his boys had sloped down the O’Nells. Then a photographer yelled Hey, Tony. Get ‘em together for me, can you?” and the plot went in.

“Gimme you rowdies, get your act together.”

They swarmed to a bench on the other side of the room while the bulls began popping. You couldn’t hear yourself think.

A scribe cornered Harry Davis.

“You birds needn’t be superstitious. Here’s Friday, the 13th. If you won with 13 runs and 13 hits.”

“Yes,” said the veteran first baseman, between a smile and a shrug. “And I’ve been playing 12 seasons and this is the first time I ever was with a pennant winner.”

Buffalo reserved a three-game lead over Newark by virtue of last night’s triumph, and even if the Wings drop their remaining contests while Newark goes undefeated, the Wings have the flag by 601. They can’t lose now.

But they’ll keep trying today, you see but, because when they tussled again against the Herd at 2 p.m. in the Norton Street stadium Mike Ryin’ll be shooine for his 25th win of the year. They won’t ease up with “The Fellers” out there. Just who will oppose him before the Knott Hole gang audience even Steve O’Neill doesn’t know because Steve’s stuff was so husky riddled last night that he’ll have difficulty picking a starter.

The Red Wings? They were still whooping so loud you could hear them on the roof when this was written. And that has ride home figured to be as memorable for the Hudson Kaufmann warriors as the pennant-clenching game itself.

Gene Corbett of Baltimore was tagged out at plate by Henie Mueller attempting to score from third on Murray Howell’s ground out to Craig. Play occurred in eighth inning of yesterday’s first game. Mellows turned to try for double play at first, but Howell was too close to bag for throw. Birds, however, pushed over six runs off Gornicki and Berl

—Photo by Fred Peters/
REMEMBER 'Long John'!

Healthy again and once more possessed of old slugging power, Tom Wszolek will be back with Red Wings next season, following trade yesterday which brings him here in place of Harold Kiev, left fielder hit .307 last season with Houston, is expected to provide worth of batting which Wings lacked this year.
Tonight's the night. And Herschel Lyons, pitcher, and Bob Scheffing (left), catcher, are the starting selections of Manager Tony Kaufmann (center), for the opening game of the International League playoffs in Red Wing Stadium tonight. The Baltimore Orioles will provide the opposition for the pennant winners. Lyons captured 19 wins in 1940.

Knot Hole Gangsters 'Watched' Mike Ryba and He Won...Crespi Scoots Back to First
Happiest Red Wing? Why, 'Fireman' John Berly!
Hurls for Flag Winners in '29, '31, '40 Seasons

37-Year-Old Veteran
Rescued Mates
Many Times

"I DON'T care now who gets to be president; Roosevelt and Wilkie can fight it out among themselves without any trouble from me. Mrs. Berly's boy has been on three pennant-winning teams in three different decades — and he'll die happy now if he never gets to the White House." That's the way the most ticked ball player on the 1940 International League champions' roster feels about it. And believe me, there was no player more ticked than John Chambers, or 'Fireman' John, of the Red Wing orphan who came back 50 years ago and won a solid place in the contest which brought the Southworth-Crabtree-Kaufmann triple the largest.

Premier relief hurler of the International for the last several seasons, Berly helped to make Rochester baseball history in 1929 and 1931. And somehow it was quite fitting that the Wings should have directed him back to the Mecca, Southworth and Kaufmann in time to help them take another flag in '40. Handsome Jawn was a likely looking pitcher in his day when he first helped southworth win a pennant in '28. He had a pile of major league background at all right, who also had an arm that could throw back into the fold three campaigns later to help Billy the Kid take his first Rochester flag in '40.

You couldn't by any stretch of imagination compare Jawn to a bud but still when he bounds back like one so far you might hope for a better comparison. Let's say that the prodigy really found his way here in Rochester. It wasn't home to him this spring for the second time in his life.

You and I know that Jawn had been a Toronto Maple Leaf for a couple of seasons. A dear vomit in the face, too, and troublesome to his esteemed Wing compatriots.

"Here I am again!" It's John Berly, star relief hurler of the Red Wings. He played with three pennant-winning teams here in three different decades. John is very happy.

But promises weren't kept and Berly became an unhappy ball player, though still a good one. Skipper Southworth had a pitching staff that looked like McCoy except that it lacked a relief pitcher. Southworth mentioned the lack one day in New York in League Pretty Shag Shaughnessy and added, "You don't know where I can get one, do you?"

Whereupon Shaughnessy replied, "Roy. Toward's sell Berly."

Nothing could hold Southworth. "I've got to have Berly!" became his battle cry and he got him. Looking back now, you might say that when the deal was closed the Wings also got their pennant. To jump from a cellar-dwelling club to a first-place outfit is a favor granted to few. That's what happened to Jawn, and he was grateful. Just how grateful doesn't show in the won and lost columns for his victories to date number only five and his defeats but two. But look at his record, a little more closely.

Berly, at 37, has pitched more than any other man on the staff. He can't match Mike Ryan's complete game mark, but the games he has pitched in the bull-pen are uncountable. But oh so valuable. And when he has been needed, he has been 'ready', sometimes twice in the same afternoon.

Since Berly joined the 1940 Red Wings, he has relieved in exactly 38 ball games, and in many he has relieved in more than four in his very first week with the club. That was at mid-May and scarcely a day has passed since that Jawn has," shaken the knuckles of his reliable right arm "just in case...."

Berly has relieved Hank Gorkich six times, Preacher Reid and Herbstele Lyons seven, Mike Ryba and Charlie Brumbaugh six times apiece. John Godzik had also been 'covered'....

It's Homeward Bound for Crabtrees

Dent Crabtree, the Mrs., daughter Diane and the dog, Wink for Batavia, Ohio, Crabby's home. The popular ex-Wing manager, who undertook a serious operation, will rest for a month and then see if his condition will permit him to help the Wings.

Don't Overlook Mr. Southworth
Who Figured in Five Flag Wins

WHEN the 1940 edition of the Rochester Red Wings clinched the International League pennant by defeating Buffalo, it was the fifth flag won by a Rochester team since the Cardinals took over the local franchise in 1929.

Billy Southworth, who turned over the managerial reins of this year's club to Edsel Crabtree in June, played a prominent part in each pennant drive.

With Billy at the helm for the entire seasons of 1939 and '31 the Wings finished first in the pack. In 1939 Southworth took over the club in midseason, exchange jock with Bill McKechnie who moved up to St. Louis, and kept the club in front the remainder of the season.

This season Southworth took over a team that didn't look like the one he'd seen before coming out of Florida and had it winging away easily in first place since the middle of June. Southworth hit his stride when he placed Roy Blades manager of the Cardinals, Edsel Crabtree, who succeeded Southworth as pilot of the Wings, when he retired with a serious kidney ailment after two weeks. It was here that Tony Kaufmann stepped in to finish out a job that is deserving of a loud round of applause.

HAPPENED AGAIN

Continued from Page Seventeen

Three comeback situations, three times not enough.
In 39-33 innings he has given up just six hits, and the number of earned runs scored against him are so few that he will challenge Ryan, and other effective starters in the matter of earned run average per game. When the league figures eventually are released.

And keep in mind, the same eerie ball control in all contests has rarely "let down" the men he relieved. In the majority of cases in which he was summoned, he was more often asked to lose than to win. Yet only in one game at Syracuse was he relieved Gorecki and in another at Buffalo when he took for his third game Godzik had he failed seriously — and each time he "took the rap", the losses being charged to his record rather than to those of the men he replaced. But the thing that counts with Berly himself is the fact that he's a "Three Decade Man," has made International League history. He pitched for the Wings in '29 and they won. He pitched for the Wings of '31 and they were victorious. Now he has helped pitch a third Rochester club to a third pennant and in a third decade.

Maybe the Wings just ought to keep him around for the rest of his natural life — if not as a pitcher, at least as an instructor.

Billy Southworth, who turned over the managerial reins of this year's club to Edsel Crabtree in June, played a prominent part in each pennant drive.

With Billy at the helm for the entire seasons of 1939 and '31 the Wings finished first in the pack. In 1939 Southworth took over the club in midseason, exchange jock with Bill McKechnie who moved up to St. Louis, and kept the club in front the remainder of the season.

This season Southworth took over a team that didn't look like the one he'd seen before coming out of Florida and had it winging away easily in first place since the middle of June. Southworth hit his stride when he placed Roy Blades manager of the Cardinals, Edsel Crabtree, who succeeded Southworth as pilot of the Wings, when he retired with a serious kidney ailment after two weeks. It was here that Tony Kaufmann stepped in to finish out a job that is deserving of a loud round of applause.
That's Shout of Victorious Wingville Citizens

Naturally, cut lines to snapped by photographer of Rochester Red Wings for Buffalo, last night, are not

Before her recent nuptials Mrs. John Edward Graham Jr. was Miss Adele Barner of Clover St. (Photo by Bell)
**3 Homers Aid Gornicki Cop 19th**

Cazen Hits for Circuit in Third With Bases Loaded; Bergamo, Davis Also Pounded Ball

**NOT VIOLENT**

**TURNING TRUCK**

Oswego Resident Crash Victim At Fairhaven

**VACATION FOR LOCKPORT MAN**

Adolph L'Fountain Succumbs in Station

**Sibley, Lindsay & Carr Co.**
Happiest Red Wing? Why, "Fireman" John Berly
Hurls for Flag Winners in '29, '31, '40 Season

37-Year-Old Veteran
Rescued Many Times

"I DON'T care who you
are," you can't make
Roosevelt and Wilkie
real. In the semis without any
counterpart, they had
three left, with the third
whistle issuing 10 yards
different. The kids
kept going, even if he
ever got to the White House.

"Happy's" is real.

Down through the years,
John Berly has always
been a Red Wing. That's
why he's called "Fireman." He
played for the Wings in 1929,
'31, and '40. In each of those
seasons, he pitched more
times in successful
innings than in any other
season.

Berly feels more at
home in Rochester's
International
League ball
than in
any other
place. He
has
pitched
in
the
League
for
two
seasons,
and

He's Homeward Bound for Crabtrees

"Here I am again!" It's John Berly, star
relief hurler of the Red Wings. He played
in the semis without any counterpart,
with three percent winning in three
different decades. John is

Ifs headlines, 7-2, 3-2.

We're in the Money! . . . That's Shout of Victorious Wingville Citizens

"We're in the Money!" That's shout of Victorious Wingville Citizens.

The Circuit in Third
Loaded; Bergamo,
No Pound Ball

In Market
Chicago, Sept 22, 1940

Sales of the Buffalo Bisons
which lost the National
League flag since 1931,
will write off those 13
booms which on Friday the 15th

"It's Homeward Bound for Crabtrees

Mans, who will pack for a

Like a predecessor, an umpire's call is not a happy one. At
least 14 pitching arguments scuffled yesterday. Hendrick
hurled a solid hit, play above-inning hit in his first game
seventh. Wings claimed Conpi was back safe at Elk
pulled his first (three) off bag ratit for low house from
Newman, who scored Mosher's first. Center, Tony Kauf-
mans quarrel with Umpire Chri Newman who called the
play. Right, Wings crowd, Umpire Schroeder to one-up game
first inning after fender bunted Whitey Kurzweil. Polite
had to be quietened near the field as brute from tossed pop
bottles at the ump, cited as Kurzweil's remarks on a de-
cision at first base. The Wings were with Grieco, T3, 22.
Know Him? ... Father Time's Rival, This Spry Ol' Guy Yesterday Won His 20th Victory

SURE you recognize this bearded gent? Hobbling into picture at left is one "Ol' Folks" Ryba. He merely won his 20th victory of season yesterday over Syracuse - with an arm which DOESN'T creak. Center, the aged one (actually he's 80) watches sands slipping away - not of his pitching years but just of time until he makes another start, bidding for Victory 21. Right, Uncle Mike peers into his "crystal" ball, and crafty gleam in his eye bodes no good for future rivals. Mike's triumph yesterday let him equal his best previous year; now he's out to break own record. Yes, beard's phoney.

Late arrivals included Wallie Casen. Large Walter, fast as he is, lost race to throw by Jack Juelich in seventh inning yesterday, being tagged at plate by Catcher Chris Hartje as Ray Mueller looked on. Casen singled, stole second and attempted to score on single off Juelich's glove by Fallon. Wings' rally in 8th inning beat Syracuse, 3-0.
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BELOE NAMED ‘MOST VALUABLE’

Rookie of the Year, That’s Charlie! ... By Ned White

CHARLIE BRUMBELOE – WINGS’ GREAT YOUNG RIGHT-HANDER – VOTED INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE’S OUTSTANDING ROOKIE BY SPORTS WRITERS IN D&C POLL

BUFFALO’S HAL WHITE

GEO. STALLER, MONTREAL’S HARD-HITTING OUTFIELDER
Crabbv's Back! . . . Rabe Ends Round Trip

Upper: Estel (Crabby) Crabtree, Red Wing outfield vet who resigned as pilot due to illness, made first visit to Stadium last night since undergoing major operation. Mrs. Crabtree looks on as he holds up two fingers, asking Harry Davis to "hit for two." F. A. Raby had perfect night as Wings won. Below: Augie Bergano (with hats) greets Bill Rabe at plate after left fielder hit 3-run homer in 3d inning.

Dewey Crittenden, association president, right, is shown presenting D&C Athletic Association wrist watch award to Charley Brumbelow between games last night in recognition of the sensational young hurler being voted outstanding rookie of year.
Crabbv’s Back! . . . Rabe Ends Round Trip

Dewey Crittenden, association president, right, is shown presenting Child Athletic Association wire watch award to Crabby.

Brubaker between games last night in recognition of the sensational young hurler being voted outstanding rookie of year.

Adams arrives safely at third base in first game.

Fairly starts for bag after taking wide throw to Kaufman (9), without denominator watch. Custer. Denver survey miniature like back of needed man at Kaufman.

Forest Green to right, asked for Barry to prevent Brown's double at right after Después in first game. Eight to 8. Harry Wight.

Wings win, Buffalo. Umpire Schraver, center, is shown under new under new home run. Buffalo in the first inning, center.

Third baseman fairly starts for bag after taking wide throw to Kaufman (9), without denominator watch. Custer. Denver survey miniature like back of needed man at Kaufman.

Forest Green to right, asked for Barry to prevent Brown's double at right after Después in first game. Eight to 8. Harry Wight.
Watch the Bouncing Ball ... It Helps Bert Haas Score

What damage a little error can do! With bases loaded in first game of match, Monroe's Bouncing Bummed to Wings. George Keen who's poor throw led to plate bounced over slider Bob Rathfleld's head. Haas (9) scored from third, followed by Haas as he rolled to homering. Wings dropped verdict to Lefty Max Mason, 3-1, toms eighth Win, 9 to 0.

When Al Mole tried to go from first to third in the match inning off yesterday's 5th game at Stadium, he was cut down on an accurate throw by Johnny Wysocki. Photo shows John Stehle Wing third sacker, blocking Mole off bag.
Bosox Buy Mike Ryba
For Delivery in Spring

DOMINIC (MIKE) RYBA
... but he's no weakling. Poes for the big leagues.

Red Wing Mound Ace Gets Second Chance
In Majors at Age of 38; French, Ed. Collins
Complete Deal in Telephone Talk

BY ELLIOT GUSKING

Donnigle (Mike) Ryba, 38-year-old ace of the Red Wing pitching staff, last night was sold to the Boston Red Sox. He was announced by Oliver French, president of the Rochester

French, who completed the deal over the long distance telephone with Eddie Collins, general manager of the team, said that Ryba would remain with the Wings the rest of the International League season and for the Junior World Series if the Wings win the playoff.

With Mike will join the Sox as their successor, Phil, teaching many Barrier. According to the sale price was not revealed, it was believed that the American League gave up a score to the neighborhood of $10,000 in cash and a player to be named at a later date. The player is a member of the Red Sox club but it will not be Tommy Collins, Rochester winter resident, now serving as utility infielder with Jim Cronin's charge. Carey is due to return with the Sox.

But preserved for pitching assignments. Manager Cronin recently invited a trip to Newark to make Mike has a 20-decisions to the Newark Bears when the ace gave the Bears an insured for their rivalry of eight. He improved was Cronin with the expression of his playing at a later date. The player is a member of the Red Sox club but it will not be Tommy Collins, Rochester winter resident, now serving as utility infielder with Jim Cronin's charge. Carey is due to return with the Sox.

But preserved for pitching assignments. Manager Cronin recently invited a trip to Newark to make Mike has a 20-decisions to the Newark Bears when the ace gave the Bears an insured for their rivalry of eight. He improved was Cronin with the expression of his playing at a later date. The player is a member of the Red Sox club but it will not be Tommy Collins, Rochester winter resident, now serving as utility infielder with Jim Cronin's charge. Carey is due to return with the Sox.

But preserved for pitching assignments. Manager Cronin recently invited a trip to Newark to make Mike has a 20-decisions to the Newark Bears when the ace gave the Bears an insured for their rivalry of eight. He improved was Cronin with the expression of his playing at a later date. The player is a member of the Red Sox club but it will not be Tommy Collins, Rochester winter resident, now serving as utility infielder with Jim Cronin's charge. Carey is due to return with the Sox.
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Wings Lead Bisons, 2-0.
In 4th as Ryba Seeks 24th Win of Season

Red Wing Stadium - The victory Monday that brought his 24th win of the season for Rochester was one of the biggest of the year and just what the Wings needed to keep them in the pennant race.

Players Open Here Tuesday
IT WILL BE Rochester or Norfolk at the Stands Thursday for the pennant, according to the schedule for the last day of the season. The Wings have a good chance to win and finish the season with a record of 14-6-2.

Jersey Clinches Third Place
James City touched third place in the Eastern League by ending the season with a record of 10-7-3.

Minor Loop Scores

Five Flags, Four Seconds Under Card Regime Here

Dodgers Blank Pirates, 5-0

Boyd's - 15 - December 12 - Hit Salad (1) and Big Mo (2) after a 150-yard run by the Pirates in the first quarter to take a 15-0 lead. Boyd's went on to win 15-0.

Pennant Races

W. L. Pnt Oct 17

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Scrapbooks Collection
Sure, baseball comes first! But when pennant-winning husbands are away, Red Wing wives get opportunity to indulge in their favorite hobbies. From left, Mrs. George Fallon catches up on correspondence to home folks in Elmira; Mrs. Dominic (Mike) Ryba wields an accurate brassie, plays golf in Panama during winter; Mrs. Hal Epps enjoys reading magazines or a good book; Mrs. Tony Kaufmann, whether it or not, likes to cook and Mrs. Gene Lillard, her complete scrapbook of Wing achievements. Below, Mrs. Elvin (Buster) Adams has a flare for home decoration, here putting final touch to new curtains. Those charming smiles? Wings were winning when pictures were taken.

Billy at Work on the Coaching Line

Giving his players all the assistance possible, Manager Billy Southworth does a man-sized doy's work on the coaching line.

Here you see him on his knees indicating a slide is necessary.
The Charge of the Red Wings ---To Battle Bears in Opener
Pack Power for Manager Billy -- Their Warclubs Real Menace to Grizzlies

Ready to step up to plate today against Newark at Pilot Southworth's command are these Wing sluggers. From left, Floyd Beal, Mike Ryba, Garden Gillenwater, Jack Sturdy, Marty Marion, Sam Narron, Estel Crabtree, Harry Davis, Danny Murtaugh, John Stopa and John Wyrostek.

oscanini Declines Kidding of King

ONDON — G.R. — Arturo Toscanini declined the honor of being presented to the King and Queen while conducting a concert last night.

During the 20-minute introduction, King George sent word inviting the conductor to the royal box but he replied that a presentation in the middle of a concert would upset him and spoil the feeling of his conducting. The King said he sympathised with the maestro's feeling and let the matter drop.

flagpole Chopped Down

Cleveland, Ohio — G.R. — Paul Glick, 23, admitted to police Sunday he had chopped down a flagpole in a metropolitan playground. The pole was on our baseball diamond,
CARLEN\n\nGillenwater's throw to Johnny Stopa at third base in fifth inning erased big Ed Levy, Newark first baseman, attempting to advance from second on Kahle's fly to center. Umpire Crowley is seen calling play. Result was queer scoring idiosyncrasy, Kahle being credited with no time at bat and sacrifice as his loft scored Buster Mills from third, though he hit into Gillenwater-to-Stopa double play.

MAURICE C. STURDY—Infielder.


Wings Obtain Berly for Use In Relief Role

IL II.

THE LEAFS, over the player limit, offered Earl Caldwell to the Wings, but French insisted on Berly.

According to the present plans, "Handsome John" will be used as a relief hurler. The other eight fingers on the Rochester roster are Righthanders Mike Ryba, Herschel Lyons, John Gorlick, Charley Brunette and Francis Reid and Southpaws Bill McLaughlin, Preacher Roe and Archie Templeton.

While pastimeing with the cellar-dwelling Toronto club last year, Berly notched one of the best earned run averages in the league. He worked in 52 games and compiled a 2.21 mark. John pitched 121 innings, allowed 162 hits, struck out 77 and walked 56. His record was four won and five lost and there were a dozen or more games he saved for fellow Leaf hurlers.

His best seasons with Rochester were chalked up during the Southworth regime of 1929-30. His performances here resulted in a sale to the New York Giants, but he fractured his leg in 1931. He worked for Rochester, Dallas and Baltimore in 1933, winning 14 and losing 8 for the Wings the year before.
Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hasselt of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938 and intimate details of their lives. Below is a letter from Al Sherer, rookie pitcher. Archie Templeton will be heard from tomorrow.

DEAR DON:

Don't be disappointed but my life hasn't been as active as that of most players this winter. On top of having a very strenuous season last summer, I had to recuperate from an appendicitis operation and the damage done by the infection so I've rested well and lived moderately.

I now do a lot of swimming and teach a class at the local YMCA. So, I'm in good health and great shape. I have a brother at home who can catch my stuff and so I keep my arm loose, as well as improving my control and different pitches. The weather here has been mild enough to afford pitching outdoors about three times a week.

I do the usual outdoor things. I do also, I fished 'til it was too cold, hunted a few times, camped, gathered nuts, shot a rifle (.22 caliber) and, in general, have kept in the open.

Most of my life has been spent in the outdoors. So when I got married last summer, I spent a lot of time teaching my wife what I knew about the woods. There weren't very much she didn't know however, for she comes from the Carolina Mountains.

I met her while she was in training at Baltimore Hospital, Asheville, N. C. I had a broken ankle and she was my nurse, that was in September '36. I was still very sick when I reported for spring training last year and I was again put in the hospital. This time it was 'rick' and I went home with a bride.

Well, Don, that tells the story. I guess it's intimate enough so I'll get off here.

Sincerely,
AL SHERER

Normal, Ill.

INVERNESS, Ont., Canada.

DEAR DON:

When I returned home in the fall I had to spend a few days fishing, and I had some luck. I got some mighty nice bass. Then I fully intended to go hunting deer but didn't get around to it. I did bag a few ducks, though, while the season was open.

I thought I was going to work in one of the factories here, making car parts but they 'kinda didn't know' what they were going to do so I didn't get the job. I tried several other places but had no luck so I set up a shop of my own and went to work, doing everything and anything.

I'm a pattern maker by trade, and it comes in very handy when you can't get a job. I've been plumbing, wood-working, making patterns, paper-cutting, wallpapering, and everything else you can think of, this winter. At the present time, I'm painting and interior decorating as well as taking a few workouts in the YMCA gym. I'm about ready for daily sessions which I'll start the first of the week. I have a young catcher here who works out with me and I'll be ready to pitch when I get to Florida.

We have been playing badminton and it's a good game for conditioning the legs; it doesn't do much for the old arm, though. I used to be quite a hockey player but don't play any more. Haven't seen I've been in pro ball. I do very little skating any more. I still quite a bit and of course this winter was a grand one for snowshoes.

I'm feeling fine, anxious to get at baseball again, and soon will. I hope the fans in Rochester see a much better pitcher in me this year and I'm sure they will. They do treat a fellow right and I'm glad to be playing for them.

Sincerely,
OSCAR (LEFTY) JUDD.

Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hasselt of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938 and intimate details of their lives. Below is a letter from Oscar (Lefty) Judd, veteran pitcher. Lee Sceffic will be heard from tomorrow.

OSCAR (LEFTY) JUDD.
MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938 and details of their careers. Below is a letter from Hugh Poland, veteran catcher. Oscar Tull will be heard from tomorrow.

**MEMBERS**

I have very little news about myself but I’m more than willing to tell you about my activities during the winter. I realize the fans like to know how “the other half” lives, so here goes.

It has been pretty cold here this winter and I’ve done quite a bit of skating. We have four amateur hockey teams here (one from each ward) and we play two or three times a week. I hate to say it but we are leading the race with eight wins and one loss; and it looks as if we will be the champs as there will be just a few more games before the ice melts.

I played one game of football after I got home. It was during the holidays when all the boys came home from college. Johnston City, like other small towns, has a railroad separating it into two parts and the two “sides” are rivals. In our case, it’s the East Against the West Side. We had four college players on our side; they had three.

With one week of practice, we played on New Year’s Day—in the mud—and were beaten, 13 to 7. We played an extra quarter to decide the game after it was tied. Tally, at the end of regulation time. It took me five days to loosen up and I felt worse than during the first week of training.

As for spring training, I’m ready to start right now. I’m in great shape, my arm feels fine and I know it’s going to be as good as new. I hope that is good news to the fans, who’ve been mighty good to me, pulling for me last year when they might have been booing.

I got my arm in shape lifting weights. When I got home last fall, it was very sore and I sure felt I’d never play another game.

About the weights. They were large buckets of coal or water and I’d carry them, 40 or 50 pounds at a time, lifting up and down until my arm was so tired I couldn’t carry any further. I’d set the weight down and my arm would feel as if it wanted to rise right up over my head. After a few weeks of this I rested it, then threw a few, and it felt swell. (Buzzy Wares of the Cards said he once got his arm in shape this way and so I thought I’d try it.)

Your friend,

**JOHNSON CITY, ILL.**

LOU SCOFFIC

*LOU SCOFFIC.*
Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938 and details of their careers. Below is a letter from Kenneth Thorp, rookie catcher. Hugh Poland will be heard from tomorrow.

Clarksville, Tenn.

DEAR DON—

I'll try to tell you a few of the things I've been doing but I'm afraid it will sound like just another "base history." But since there's no harm in trying ...

To say the least, I'm fond of hunting. And it follows naturally enough that I get a big kick out of training bird dogs. I usually hustle home in September, just as soon as the season is over, and from then until December I spend most of my time with my dogs. Once the bird season opens, I hunt every day possible, rarely missing an opportunity to get in the field.

Without any intention of crowing, you understand, I think I can honestly say that I do very well as a marksman. I usually get what I go after. On one occasion this season, I killed 15 birds with 16 shots. If some of my friends see this, they'll ride me wanting to know, "What was the matter with the other shot?"

For the past three years during the winter months, I have bought tobacco for the Cumberland Export Company. Tobacco, you see, is the main crop of my county, and Clarksville, my home, is the largest "dark street" market in the world. These last two years I have had to quit before the market closes. Yes sir, got to go for spring training. I was lucky to get the same position for two consecutive years in view of this February habit of running off to the deep south to train. I enjoy buying tobacco, though: it's work that I'm trained for and know something about.

I have played quite a bit of basketball this season. I find it keeps me in condition throughout the winter and then I can easily manage to stay that way throughout the rest of the year. But that Tarpon Springs session won't be me any harm.

See you there.

Sincerely,

AVERETT (TOMMY) THOMPSON.
Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938, and details of their careers. Below is a letter from Norbert (Nubby) Kleinke, veteran pitcher. Bob Richards will be heard from tomorrow.

DEAR DON:

I received your letter just as we were going away to visit. As we saw you quite several days I didn’t get a chance to answer it until just now. But I will try to tell you what I’ve been doing.

First I haven’t been doing anything but ice fishing, one of the chief sports around here in the winter. However, the last couple of weeks the snow has been so thick on the ice that we can’t get down to it. So I’ve spent much of my time at the local YMCA, keeping myself in shape just in case I should decide to play ball this year.

As you may know, I’m not sure I will play organized ball this season. I have been offered a good job playing semipro ball at Wisconsin Rapids and an all-year-round job beside, so I don’t know just what I am going to do yet. I’ll be able to tell more about it after I get my contract. But enough about that.

Tony Kaufmann and his wife were up to visit us this year. I took Tony out ice fishing for the first time in his life and he really seemed to enjoy it. The fishing generally has been pretty good this year and we’ve made some fine catches. The hunting up this way has been good also. I know if I told you about all the fish and how large they were you’d say, “Huh! Another fish story!” So I’ll skip that to tell you about the snake we got coming home from fishing one day.

You know, we drive on the lake ice with a car. My brother-in-law and I bought a car just for ice fishing and in that way don’t ruin our good one. The lake we fish is called Winneshago and is about 30 or more miles long and 13 wide, giving us a lot of room to drive on. Anyway, we were coming off the lake and we had to cross a crack right near shore. We tried to jump it with the car but only the front half got over and the tail end hung in the water.

After working about three hours, we finally got the car cut but we also had a pretty bad scare. The water at this spot was only about six feet deep, which wasn’t so bad, but we were a little more careful thereafter.

I’ve spent quite a bit of time with three-year-old “Nubby Junior,” playing with him in the snow and taking him sleigh-riding. I almost forgot to mention that I worked a little bit—if that’s what you want to call it. I’ve been a pipe salesman, having sold pipes and smoking supplies for a Rochester concern. So I didn’t just hunt and fish. Whoa! Whoa! And finally, Mrs. Kleinke would like to say just “hello” to all her friends in Rochester.

Your friend,

Norbert (Nubby) Kleinke.

Nubby Kleinke

From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter and their hopes for 1938. Below is a letter from Norbert (Nubby) Kleinke, veteran pitcher. Bob Richards will be heard from tomorrow.

DEAR DON:

I may be a St. Louis, Mo., boy by birth but I’m just a country lad at heart. So, ever since the season ended, I’ve been going in for rustic pastimes whenever the opportunity presents.

My favorite winter sport, you know, is hunting. I had a chance to visit some relatives who own a farm so I’ve been out in the country for the past few weeks, doing more out than my share of shooting.

I suppose it’s not unusual for a baseball player, even a pitcher, to go in for hunting, but I differ from some of them—I really hit something once in a while.

You can have a lot of fun on a farm and do a great deal of work at the same time, I discovered. They put me to work-cutting timber for exercise and while it put me in great shape, it also required a lot of energy, and I nursed aching muscles for a few days until I put used to it. However, I cut my share of the winter’s killing so if I sit next to the stove on cold days there’ll be no one to question my right to a warm spot.

The rest of the stuff I did on the farm was pretty routine but I got quite a kick out of it. A couple of times a day they’d chase me out to feed the chickens and I think some of these hens and roosters developed a great affection for me. Or maybe it was just the fact that I was the guy with the feed-bag.

Yes, I milked cows, too. As with everything else I did on the farm, I got a kick out of it. But I don’t think I’d like to do it the year round.

Somehow I feel that I was cut out to be a greater success in baseball than I ever was in the dairy industry.

The fresh air and everything else that goes with farming put me in swell condition, though, and I feel that I’m in the best of shape for spring training. I’m concentrating on getting a good start at Tarpon Springs. And I’ll be glad when I’m back in Rochester hitting that ball as close as I can in the spring.

Sincerely,

Jack (Red) Juelich.

Jack Juelich

Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938, and details of their careers. Below is a letter from Norbert (Nubby) Kleinke, veteran pitcher. Bob Richards will be heard from tomorrow.

DEAR DON:

I may be a St. Louis, Mo., boy by birth but I’m just a country lad at heart. So, ever since the season ended, I’ve been going in for rustic pastimes whenever the opportunity presents.

My favorite winter sport, you know, is hunting. I had a chance to visit some relatives who own a farm so I’ve been out in the country for the past few weeks, doing more out than my share of shooting.

I suppose it’s not unusual for a baseball player, even a pitcher, to go in for hunting, but I differ from some of them—I really hit something once in a while.

You can have a lot of fun on a farm and do a great deal of work at the same time, I discovered. They put me to work-cutting timber for exercise and while it put me in great shape, it also required a lot of energy, and I nursed aching muscles for a few days until I put used to it. However, I cut my share of the winter’s killing so if I sit next to the stove on cold days there’ll be no one to question my right to a warm spot.

The rest of the stuff I did on the farm was pretty routine but I got quite a kick out of it. A couple of times a day they’d chase me out to feed the chickens and I think some of these hens and roosters developed a great affection for me. Or maybe it was just the fact that I was the guy with the feed-bag.

Yes, I milked cows, too. As with everything else I did on the farm, I got a kick out of it. But I don’t think I’d like to do it the year round.

Somehow I feel that I was cut out to be a greater success in baseball than I ever was in the dairy industry.

The fresh air and everything else that goes with farming put me in swell condition, though, and I feel that I’m in the best of shape for spring training. I’m concentrating on getting a good start at Tarpon Springs. And I’ll be glad when I’m back in Rochester hitting that ball as close as I can in the spring.

Sincerely,

Jack (Red) Juelich.

Jack Juelich
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Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings who will report at Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat and Chronicle sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938 and details of their careers. Below is a letter from Estel Crabtree, veteran outfielder. (She will be heard from tomorrow.)

Mrs. Crabtree and Diane were along with me over the weekend, and we enjoyed fishing in the Gulf. Had some good luck fishing, too, catching some fine mackerel and mullet.

Tomorrow night the local Baseball Association is having its annual dinner. I expect to attend along with Bert Shotton, former Red Wing manager; Al Lopez, Jack Flowers, John Conroy and several others living near here.

We keep up with Rochester news through The Democrat and Chronicle which we read daily. And we listen to the WHAM sportscast every evening at 6:30.

The weather has been grand all winter; with lots of sunshine and only occasional cold spells. However, we do miss seeing a little snow. With best regards to all our Rochester friends, I am,

Sincerely yours.

ESTEL CRABTREE

Petersburg, Va.

DEAR DON:

I'm ready for the bell to ring any time now. Let's hope it's soon.

Best wishes. Sincerely,

HERB MOORE

Bartow, Fla.

DEAR DON:

Hope that you haven't been snowed under with all the snow and cold weather up there I've been reading about. I've been pretty lucky down here. Only a few cold days and one snow that failed to amount to anything.

It's been a quiet winter for me. Saw some swell football games last fall. The local high school team won the state championship by going through an unbeatén undefeated season. Also saw some good college and professional football games here and in Richmond.

I guess football ranks next to baseball as my favorite sport.

I've taken up bowling lately and I sure was surprised that it really isn't as easy as it looks. I've not very good at it but it's lots of fun trying. Maybe it will help me get my arm in shape for the fast-approaching spring training season.

Since the new dead ball has been selected for the coming season, some of us would-be pitchers may be able to get out there on the mound without risking our lives. I'm hoping that we have a good team next season and that I can be some help myself. Rochester is a swell town and any ball player should feel lucky to play there. The fans were certainly nice to me last year.

I came to Rochester when the season was well advanced last year and I didn't have any bed of roses in my first few games. The fans never coddled me though. I guess they took into consideration the fact that I hadn't been working regularly. Then when I did begin to pitch pretty fair ball at the end of the season, they said a great many nice things about me so I know I'll be right at home this year.

I'm ready for the bell to ring any time now. Let's hope it's soon.

Best wishes. Sincerely.

HERB MOORE

ESTEL CRABTREE
Messages in Mid-Winter
From Red Wing Athletes

MEMBERS of the Red Wings, who will report to Tarpon Springs this spring have written letters to Don Hassett of The Democrat-Chronic sports department, telling him of their activities during the winter, their hopes for 1938 and details of their careers. Below is a letter from Francis 'Red' Barrett, rookie pitcher. Ken Raffensberger will be heard from tomorrow.

DEAR DON:

Your letter finally caught up with me here at Dade City, Fla., as 'Terrible Terry' says, 'pumping gas.' I operate a large service station on Highway No. 29, doing my utmost, you know, to satisfy the homefolk—and the tourists. However, I have a good partner, Johnny Cain, and he sees to it that I enjoy my favorite winter sports, hunting and fishing.

I've caught some nice bass this winter, several of them weighing better than 12 pounds. Of the two, however, I prefer hunting. I have a good dog and following the birds gives me plenty of fine exercise.

Every one in a while some of my friends and I go out alligator hunting at night. So far, we've had the best of luck. We have caught six, the largest being nine feet seven inches long. It is dangerous at times but when you're hunting, the thought never enters your mind.

Every year we also catch a few otter but it has been so warm that the hides aren't worth very much.

From the way this letter reads, I imagine you think I do not spend much time at my business, but I really do.

In the rear of the station I have a lot of room, so I built a pitcher's mound. During ball times, I work out, on the average of three times a week. Consequently, my arm feels great.

After the Little Dixie Championship playoffs which we (Mobile) won from Savannah, during which I got myself two wins, I went home to stay for a while with my mother, two brothers and two sisters. While I was there, the manager of the local town team visited me and wanted me to pitch for his club in its playoff with West Palm Beach for the East Coast title.

West Palm Beach had five pro players on its team so I agreed to play. I beat the Palm Beach boys twice, outpitching Tiny Chaplin, a Pacific Coast League hurler in one of the games. My first game I gave them one hit, whiffed 15 and hit one over the fence. It must have been a lucky swat because if you look up my batting average you will undoubtedly think the same.

Well, Don, it won't be so very long before I get that call for Tarpon Springs. I'm going to work hard there, that's a cinch. And I'll see you there or in Rochester.

Sincerely,

FRANCIS (RED) BARRETT.
12th SEASON
SERVING RED WING FANS
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Guaranteed
No. 317
Main E.
Where the Red Wings get their Luggage

DOYLE DETECTIVE BUREAU
INVESTIGATIONS
PRIVATE POLICE ARMORED SERVICE
PROTECTION
25 years of successful experience insures efficient treatment of your problems.
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Buy
UNITED STATES
WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS
AND BONDS

BUY U.S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

Frojoy---Ice Cream--Served Exclusively at our modern fountain
CUT RATE PHARMACY
Mandell's PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
PORTLAND at NORTON
MAIN 8018-8478

BUY U.S. WAR SAVINGS STAMPS AND BONDS

ROCHESTER MADE BEERS AND ALES
On Sale Under the Grandstand

DOWN TOWN TICKET OFFICE
Now located 93 CLINTON AVE. S.
FOR PROMPT, DEPENDABLE SERVICE, USE A TOWN TAXI
CAREFUL, COURTEOUS DRIVERS
Main 8000

ROCHESTER TO MONTREAL

Buy War Bonds for Victory

ROCHESTER MADE BEERS AND ALES

Rochester, N.Y.

Rochester, N.Y.
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THE KING EDWARD HOTEL  
Toronto, Canada  
"IN THE HEART OF THE CITY"  
Excellent Cuisine  
Dancing  
Garage  
P. Kirby Hunt, Manager

KOLKO PAPER CO.  
Distributors  
LILY • TULIP • GEM CUPS used at Ball Park  
PAPER • BAGS • BOXES  
440-452 ORMOND ST.  
STONE 1064-1065

This Score Card Is Printed by  
LEAHY, PRINTER  
M. J. RILEY  
MAIN 871  
16 AQUEDUCT ST.

The Emerson Hotel  
Baltimore, Maryland

RED WINGS—AT HOME  
NEWARK  
Baltimore  
Jersey City  
Toronto  
MONTREAL  
BUFFALO  
TORONTO  
MONTRÉAL  
BUFFALO  
NEWARK  
Jersey City  
MONTREAL  
BUFFALO  
TORONTO  
MontrÉal  
BUFFALO

GOLDEN GUERNSEY MILK  
"The Training Food of Athletes"  
Hudson Dairy  
• STONE 215

Try a box of delicious Pop Corn  
WE USE CORN FURNISHED BY  
Atlantic Supply House  
79 ST. PAUL ST.  
MAIN 4173

KERMIS & CO., INC.  
• HIGH GRADE AWNINGS  
• CANVAS GOODS  
532 Remington St.  
ACROSS FROM THE STADIUM  
STONE 7055

KEEP 'EM FLYING

MERCHANTS LINEN SUPPLY CO.  
LINEN SUPPLIED  
Coats, Aprons, Towels, Etc.  
White Duck Softball Trousers  
FREDDIE PECK  
Res. Genesee 2791  
Main 8133

GENERAL ADMISSION BOOKS  
BOOK OF TWENTY TICKETS  
$15.00  
BOOK OF TEN TICKETS  
$7.50  
Tax Included  
ON SALE AT  
STADIUM BOX OFFICE

The Ultimate in Comfort  
HOTEL DOUGLAS  
NEWARK, N. J.  
400 ROOMS  
400 BATHS

FRED B. YAEGGER  
GENERAL CONTRACTOR  
1094 Joseph Ave.  
Stone 3737
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